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ABSTRACT

Dynamic aircraft seat regulations are identified in the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), 14 CFR Parts § 23.562 and § 25.562 for crashworthy evaluation of a seat in a dynamic
environment. The regulations specify full-scale dynamic testing on production seats. The
dynamic tests are designed to demonstrate the structural integrity of the seat to withstand an
emergency landing event and occupant safety. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
standard, AS8049, supports detailed information on dynamic seat testing procedures and
acceptance criteria. Full-scale dynamic testing in support of certification is expensive and
repeated testing due to failures drastically increases the expense. Involvement of impact
environments, flexibility in interior configurations and complexity of seat engineering designs
make analysis of these problems quite complex, so that classical hand calculations are practically
impossible. Efforts have been made to improve the occupant safety and to reduce the testing
costs through substantiation via computer modeling analysis techniques.
Development in Dynamic Finite Element Analysis (DFEA) methodology helps the
aircraft industry in designing and certifying seats and other interiors more economically and
confidently. The objective of this study is to provide a methodology for aircraft seat certification
by using DFEA techniques. The goal of the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) in product
development is not only to design a seat but also to substantiate the certification tests or replace
the certification tests. The case of a certification by substantiation tests increases the necessity of
validation of the Finite Element model. The US government Advisory Circular (AC) 20-146
demonstrates the methodology for dynamic seat “Certification by Analysis” for use in Parts 23,
25, 27 and 29 airplanes and rotorcraft. This AC provides guidance on how to validate the
computer model and under what conditions the model may be used in support of certification or
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Technical Standard Order (TSO) approval/ authorization and same validation process utilizes in
this research work.
In the methodology of this dissertation, the seat certification process for business jet
aircraft is defined in 3 stages:
1.

Evaluation of seat critical options by using a simple FE – one-dimensional (1D) seat model,

2.

Non linear FE analysis of seat worst loading condition and validation with the test results,

3.

Substantiation of certification test or tests by using validated FE model and updation of the
certification plan.
Best FE modeling practices for dynamic aircraft seats, material testing procedures and

component validation are presented here using nonlinear FE codes such as the LS-DYNA, with
two case studies of aircraft passenger seats.
•

Case 1 - Combined Vertical / Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition (15g
side facing passenger seat – Part 23).

•

Case 2 - Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition,

(16g forward facing

business jet passenger seat – Part 25).
Comparisons of the DFEA and test results indicate reasonable correlations, establishing
confidence in the DFEA methodology.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background
Economic globalization has had a great impact on the increase of international and

domestic air transportation because of distinct advantages like speed, cost and safety. As per the
Worldwide Market Forecast, for Commercial Air Transport 2002 – 2021 [1], since 1981, average
growth of the world air passenger traffic was 5.5% per year and for the next 20 years, it will be
5.0% per year. Air travel is also popular as it the only feasible long-distance transportation mode
for high-value perishable commodities and the only means of access for geographically isolated
areas. At the macroeconomic level, air transportation impacts economy by providing
employment and by enabling effects including enabling access: to markets, to people, to capital,
to ideas and knowledge, to labor supply, to skills, to opportunity, and to resources. The economy
in turn provides capital and generates demand for passenger and freight travel [2]. With this
continuous growing passenger volume, regulatory authorities are making sure that the air travel
is reliable and safe.

All aviation industries and the major aviation authorities in the world, like the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and the Joint
Aviation Authorities (JAA) have great emphasis on the passenger safety. FAA and EASA are, in
particular, primarily responsible for the certification of the airliners from the two major
manufacturers, Boeing and Airbus. The FAA is an agency of the United States Department of
Transportation with authority to regulate and oversee all aspects of civil aviation.
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Today, the FAA requires a remarkable amount of legal regulation in terms of safety.
After 1988, the FAA required new aircraft seat designs have an emphasis on two criteria,
integrity of the seat structure and passenger safety. Dynamic seat compliance covers static as
well dynamic requirements with a focus on energy attenuating seats. On the other side, Full-scale
dynamic testing in support to certification is very expensive, time consuming and repeated
testing in case of failure increases the expenses. In case of business jets, interior certification
became more of a challenge because heavy seating weight. Figure 1 shows typical business jet
interiors.

“Photograph © Cessna Aircraft Company, used by permission”.

Figure1. Business Jet Interior.

2

Design and certification of luxurious seating systems for a new aircraft is very costly.
Involvement of seat design in impact environment, flexibility in interior configuration and
complicated nature of seat engineering design makes this problem quite complex, so that
classical hand calculations are practically impossible. Efforts have been made to improve the
occupant safety and to reduce the testing costs through substantiation via computer modeling
analysis techniques.
The only solution possible to reduce certification cost is to produce better design by
predicting the dynamic behavior of seating system, simulating the dynamic event. Advances in
computer software and hardware have made it possible to analyze complex systems by numerical
simulation. With the availability of low cost, fast computers, it is possible to tackle large crash
impact problems. As a result, FEA techniques have become a well-established design tool for
predicting dynamic events in the aircraft seat industry. The FAA is working with aircraft
industries to make FEA a viable “Certification Tool” to reduce the overall seat development cost.
The term “CERTIFICATION BY ANALYSIS” also known as CBA is becoming very popular in
aircraft industries.

1.2 Literature Review
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) is an US government agency
responsible for investigation of accidents involving highway, aviation marine, pipelines and
railroads in the United States. In the years 1972 through 1981, 36466 accidents were occurred
involving General Aviation airplanes, of the 73,596 occupants of these airplanes, more that
18,614 (25 percent) were killed or seriously injured. “The NTSB’s investigations of these
accidents found that many of the fatal and serious injuries could have been prevented if the
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occupant had been using shoulder harnesses and had been seated in energy-absorbing seats” [3].
At the same time, Impact Dynamics Research Facility (IDRF) located at National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia, full-scale
aircraft and rotorcraft crash testing was performed in a 240’ high steel gantry that was built
originally as a lunar landing simulator facility in the early 1960’s at IDRF an then converted into
a full-scale crash test facility for light aircraft and rotorcraft in the early 1970’s. “Since the first
full-scale crash test was preformed in February 1974, the IDRF has been used to conduct: 41
full-scale crash tests of General Aviation (GA) aircraft including landmark studies to establish
baseline crash performance data for metallic and composite GA aircraft; 11 full-scale crash tests
of helicopters including crash qualification tests of the Bell and Sikorsky Advanced Composite
Airframe Program (ACAP) prototypes; 48 Wire Strike Protection System (WSPS) qualification
tests of Army helicopters; 3 vertical drop tests of Boeing 707 transport aircraft fuselage sections;
and, 60+ crash tests of the F-111 crew escape module” [4].
Based on these studies, the FAA and the aviation industry members recognized that it
would be beneficial to reduce the number of aviation related injuries and fatalities wherever
possible. The General Aviation Safety Panel (GASP) and the general aviation aircraft
community initiated the task of developing improved crash dynamic design standards in 1983
with the formation of technical working group within in the GASP. The GASP initially formed
for the purpose of recommending regulatory and non-regulatory means by which FAA could
increase the general aviation aircraft safety. The GASP formed the technical working group by
gathering knowledgeable members from the research institute, from the manufacturers of general
aviation products. From 1980’s studies, Chief Scientific and Technical Advisor of Crash
Dynamics - FAA Steve Soltis says, “it is commonly known that passengers in fatal crash
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situation like emergency landing who are still able to free themselves independently and escape
the aircraft have good chance to survive” [5].
GASP defined candidate seat dynamic performance standards using the impulse, impact
pulse duration, and velocity change data obtained from NASA general aviation aircraft full-scale
impact tests [5]. Also in the 1983, the NTSB was conducting a comprehensive study regarding
General Aviation Crashworthiness. The NTSB study defined impact survivability limits in the
form of vertical and longitudinal velocity change envelope. The GASP candidate seat dynamic
performance standards fell within those envelopes further confirming that they represented
survivability impact conditions. The seat dynamic performance standards were defined with the
intent that they represent survivability limits of general aviation aircraft accidents. The proposed
performance criteria evaluate the occupant / seat protection system’s potential for preventing or
minimizing injuries from both primary and secondary impacts and from other occupant skeleton
loads [5]. Also aircraft seats are divided into 4 basic categories, Transport Aircraft, Normal
Rotorcraft, Transport Rotorcraft and General Aviation Aircraft as outlined in Table 1.

Table 1.1. Seat types used in aircrafts and their applicable Federal regulations.
Seat Type Categories
Seat type

Applicable Federal

Aircraft Category

Regulations

C

General Aviation Aircraft

14 CFR 23 [6]

A

Transport Airplane

14 CFR 25 [7]

B

Normal Rotorcraft

14 CFR 27 [8]

B

Transport Rotorcraft

14 CFR 29 [9]
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In May 1984, The GASP submitted a proposal for enhanced crash tolerance for small
(Part 23) general aviation aircraft with fewer than 10 passenger seats. That proposal was
formulated subsequent to thoughtful deliberation by the GASP technical working group and its
based on FAA and NASA research, extensive aircraft and seat dynamic testing, studies by the
FAA’s Civil Aero Medical Institute (CAMI), analysis of general aviation accidents by the
NTSB, the experiences of manufacturers of general aviation aircraft and military helicopters, and
the activities of private organizations specializing in crash dynamics [5].
The GASP proposal has been adopted into 14 CFR Part 23, Amendment 23-36, and
effective date September 14, 1988.
The transport category aircraft seat dynamic performance standards were adopted into 14
CFR Part 25, Amendment 25-64, Effective Date June 16, 1988.
“Crash simulations are currently used as an aid in designing, testing, and certifying
aircraft components such as seats to dynamic impact criteria”. Ultimately, the goal is to utilize
full-scale crash simulations of the entire aircraft for design evaluation and certification” [10].
The case of a certification by substantiation tests increases the necessity of validation of the
Finite Element (FE) model. Advisory Circular (AC) 20-146 [11] demonstrates the methodology
for dynamic seat “Certification By Analysis” for use in Parts 23, 25, 27 and 29 airplanes and
rotorcraft. This AC provides guidance on how to validate the computer model and under what
conditions the model may be used in support of certification or Technical Standard Order (TSO)
approval/ authorization.
The SAE, initiated a committee of technical working group “Seat Committee” by
gathering members from Aircraft industries, Aircraft interior manufactures, research institute like
National Institute of Aviation Research (NIAR), CAMI, and leading software companies with a
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task of developing an ARP 5765, “Best Modeling Practices for Aircraft Seats.
Ultimately, the goal is to satisfactorily answer the question “How well does the FE model
simulate the physical certification test?”
Recently the FAA and NIAR-Wichita State University (WSU), Wichita KS, is involved
in validating e-Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) and many other related projects to help
aircraft industry and promoting the concept “Certification by Analysis”
Lankarani, et al. at WSU have been working with the research programs related to
modeling of aircraft seating System for the last 20 years, such as the HIC Tester Program (1997
to 2001), Aircraft seat cushion replacement program (2002 -2004) and etc.
In the HIC tester program, an analytical approach including the nonlinear finite element
modeling of the bulkhead as well as ATD to attenuate the HIC requirement was proposed.
Aircraft seats facing bulkhead, interior walls, class dividers, lavatory, front seat back or
instrument panels have problems demonstrating the compliance with the Head Injury Criteria
(HIC) requirement. Full scale sled tests provide means of assessing the response of the occupants
and the potential head injuries in an aircraft crash which is extremely costly, time-consuming,
and provide too much scatter on the HIC. These factors have motivated the FAA and airframe
manufacturers as well as research providers such as the National Institute for Aviation Research
(NIAR) to pursue alternative testing procedures to replace the full-scale sled tests. This study
presents the results of a series of baseline sled tests of the system seat/ATD/restraint/bulkhead
conducted at the NIAR horizontal sled which will be used to validate component test devices.
Analytical approach including the nonlinear finite element modeling of the bulkhead as well as
multibody modeling of the Hybrid II Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) were used for the
design of simple energy absorbing bulkhead that would attenuate the HIC requirement.
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In one of the studies, Lankarani et al. conducted a series of FAR Part 25.562, Test-I fullscale dynamic seat tests at the Impact Dynamic Laboratory at NIAR using different foam
cushions. In conjunction with quasi-static and dynamic testing two modeling tools, MADYMO
and LS-Dyna are being utilized to build a computer model of the dynamic behavior of cushions.
In 1993, Laananen talked about the restraint system and aircraft seats well known as
SOM-LA/TA Project, the FAA sponsored computer analysis program SOM-LA/TA
(Seat/Occupant Model-Light Aircraft and Transport Aircraft) using a finite element program.
In automotive industry, crash simulation by FEA is very well accepted and has been
integrated as an essential part of development process to improve crash systems or energy
absorbing systems. MacNaughtan and Khan presented “Correlation of an Automotive Seat Finite
Element Simulation with Dynamic Sled Testing” in the 2005 SAE World Congress [12]. “The
goal of the seat development cycle was to design a seat; while also providing an opportunity to
move beyond component level design, simulation and testing into full-scale dynamic testing of
an automotive seat”[12].
For any seating system, either automotive or aviation, the response primarily depends on
the occupant kinematics. The inertia load of the occupant due to change in velocity is transferred
to the seating and then to the interface through the belt system. In aircraft seating, FAA
regulations [13] demand Hybrid II 50th percentile ATD for the test purposes. The FAA hybrid III
50th percentile male ATD is a dummy produced under a cooperative between the FAA, CAMI,
Denton ATD, Inc., and Robert A. Denton, Inc., for the sole purpose of federal aviation seat
certifications [14]. To improve survivability and to minimize the risk of injury to occupants in
helicopter crash events, a complete cabin safety system concept including safety features and an
enhanced FAA-Hybrid III dummy were developed within the HeliSafe project [15].
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Development in nonlinear code like LSTC-LSDYNA [16], TNO-MADYMO [17],
ALTAIR [18], PAMCRASH [19], MSC-DYTRAN [20], RADIOSS [21], ABAQUS [22] and etc
help simulating the dynamic events. TNO-MADYMO, FTSS, RADIOSS, et al software
manufacture developed e-ATDs for forward facing seat orientation, side facing seat applications.
Guidelines are provided in AC 20-146 to determine satisfactory correlation (generally within 10
percent) between the dynamic test and the DFEA.
Olschinka and Schumacher carried out a dynamic simulation study on passenger flight
seats using code LS-DYNA. “The approval of aircraft seats for air traffic strongly depends upon
the seat structures’ performance under emergency landing conditions. In the progress of seat
certification the legislator demands the seat developer to provide evidence of meeting several
structural and biomechanical limits like HIC value, spinal loads and integrity of load paths” [23].
Hermann, Holmes and Hartley using the MSC DYTRAN carried out another similar study on
Dynamic Aircraft Seat Analysis Capability. This analytical model is a nonlinear finite element
model composed of a seat frame and cushion, restraint system, glare shield and a rigid body
model of a 50th percentile Hybrid-II ATD occupant [24].
The DYNASAFE RTD project demonstrated the feasibility of a 3-point shoulder harness
for enhanced occupant safety in commercial aircraft in compliance with 14 CFR /JAR 25.562.
The Airbus A320 family was selected for the design implementation. This paper describes the
crash simulations of this seat design occupied with different passenger sizes, using MADYMO
multi-body and finite element techniques [25].
Based on the literature review it was observed that at present, there is a lack of a
comprehensive documentation that consists of complete methodology for an aircraft seat
certification by FEA as well understanding the aircraft seat crashworthiness regulations and
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aircraft interior constraints.

1.3 Scope of Dissertation
Development in DFEA methodology helps aircraft industry in designing and certifying
seats and other interiors more economically and confidently. Objective of this study is to provide
a methodology of computer simulation for aircraft seat certification by using DFEA techniques
and is divided in the following four categories.
•

To provide simple guidelines for the aircraft seating industry in developing simulation
techniques for the dynamic environment, including FE Modeling strategies, material testing
and component validations.

•

Using DFEA techniques help aircraft industry in designing and certifying dynamic seats
more economically and confidently.

•

Using DFEA techniques to determine the worst seat configurations and help aircraft seat
industry to reducing the number of certification tests in new seat development program.

•

By successfully using DFEA methodology, recommendations on improving occupant safety
of the aircraft seats in dynamic environment can be provided.

The focus of this research work is to develop a simulation methodology for a business jet
aircraft passenger seats, Part 23 and 25. For this purpose the basic functional, structural and other
design requirements such as comfort, crashworthiness for the business jet passenger seats are
discussed. This study briefly explains most commonly used finite element explicit integration
code for impact applications and also discuss recent available explicit codes in the market.
Practical challenges in aircraft seat DFEA simulation in different areas such as modeling
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techniques, material properties, manufacturing limitation etc are discussed.
An aircraft seat certification process for business jet aircraft is defined in 3 stages

•

Evaluation of seat critical options by using FE - 1D seat model.

•

Non linear FE analysis of seat worst loading condition and validation with the test results

•

Substantiation of certification test or tests by using validated FE model and updation of the
certification plan.

Finite Element modeling strategies for aircraft seat modeling is discussed in three stages; FE
modeling of a seating system, material testing, boundary conditions, and output discussion.
Element quality criteria, global parameters, output control parameters are described. Material
testing and component validation for metallic and non metallic material are discussed.
At the end two case studies are discussed and validation results are presented
1. Case 1 - Combined Vertical / Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition (15g
side facing passenger seat – Part 23).
2. Case 2 - Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition (16g forward facing
business jet passenger seat – Part 25).
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CHAPTER 2
AIRCRAFT SEAT DESIGN AND CRASHWORTHINESS – PARTS 23 AND 25

In this Chapter, aircraft seat crashworthiness regulations and the failure criteria are
discussed for business jet passenger seat, aircraft type Part 23 [6] and 25 [7]. The basic design
requirements for the aircraft seats such as functional, structural, etc are discussed. Present seat
certification procedure inline with the crashworthiness regulations are elaborated. “Family of
Seats” concept as a system approach to certify a complete range of seat with different
configurations is discussed.

( Photograph © Cessna Aircraft Company, used by permission.)

Figure 2.1 Aircraft Interior Development.
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Interior development of an aircraft is broadly divided in four phases
•

Conceptual Design and Analysis

•

Detailed Computer Aided Design (CAD)

•

Detailed Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)

•

Certification

In the first phase, an aircraft layout is developed. Positioning of the seats, seat
monuments like galley, cabinetry, and credenza based on the existing aircraft layout is finalized
to make sure a clear head path. Detailed designing and drafting is carried out in the next phase
using CAD software such as CATIA or PRO ENGINEER. In this phase, dimensions, material of
the seats and monuments are finalized. The final geometry is analyzed for structural integrity and
occupant protection criteria in the third phase. Figure 2.1 shows seating and other interiors in a
business jet aircraft.
Software such as Nastran, Ansys, LSDYNA, MADYMO etc are used to find out static
and dynamic response of the interior systems. In this phase recommendations are provided to the
designer if any and the geometry or part material is modified if necessary. In the final phase,
certification of structural and non structural components, subassemblies, and assemblies is
carried out to satisfy the FAA regulations.

2.1 Aircraft Seat Crashworthiness
Prior to 1988, Aircraft seats have been designed to comply with static strength
requirements of 9g [26]. There were no occupant injury criteria were involved in the regulations
and no much importance was given to the seat energy attenuation. The GASP and the general
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aviation aircraft community initiated the task of developing an improved crash dynamic design
standard in 1983 with the formation of a technical working group within in the GASP. The
GASP initially formed for the purpose of recommending regulatory and non-regulatory means by
which the FAA could increase the general aviation aircraft safety. Based on this study aircrafts
are divided into 4 basic category, Transport, normal rotorcraft, transport rotorcraft and general
aviation aircraft and they covered under CFR Part 23, 25, 27, and 29 respectively.

2.1.1 Aircraft Seat Crashworthiness Regulations
From the existing crash studies GASP established pass/fail performance criteria which
evaluates the seat and restraint system’s potential for preventing or minimizing injuries from
primary impacts, secondary impacts and occupant skeleton loads. The aim was, passengers in
fatal crash situation like emergency landing, can still able to free themselves independently and
escape the aircraft have good chance to survive.
Realistic dynamic performance standards for aircraft seats which emphasize occupant
impact protection and which were based on comprehensive analysis of full-scale aircraft impact
tests, parametrical studies using crash dynamics computer programs, accidental data analysis,
and dynamic test programs of aircraft seats have been defined. These performance standards take
the form of two dynamic test conditions [5].

Test condition 1: Combined Vertical / Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition
Purpose of this test is to evaluate structural integrity and spinal injury for vertical load in
emergency landing condition as the predominant impact is along the spinal column of an
occupant. Figure 2.2 shows setup for a test condition 1.
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Aircraft Forward

Figure 2.2 Test Condition 1.

Test condition 2: Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition
Purpose of this test is to evaluate structural integrity of the seating system, restraint
system, occupant safety and seat deformations for horizontal load in case of emergency landing.
In this scenario predominant impact is along the longitudinal axis. Figure 2.3 shows setup for the
test condition 2.

Aircraft Forward

Figure 2.3 Test Condition 2.
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Initial conditions are applied such as floor deformations in case of longitudinal test
condition. The purpose of providing floor deformation is to demonstrate integrity of the seating
structure to the airframe even though the seat or airframe may be deformed by the forces
associated with the crash [27]. The floor deformation is achieved statically by pitching the
heaviest loaded leg in the structure and rolling the other one. 100 yaw is also applied on the
longitudinal test condition to accommodate and evaluate the heaviest loaded seat structure and
longest occupant head path. In both the test conditions, Hybrid II, 50th percentile male ATDs’ are
used to evaluate the seat structure. The potential for head injury is evaluated by the Head Injury
Criteria (HIC) and the maximum value of HIC is limited to 1000. Table 2.1 shows details of test
condition 1, test condition 2 and compliance criteria for Aircraft type Part 23 and 25. SAE
standard AS-8049 [28], AC 23.562-1 [29], AC 25.562-1B [27] supports detailed information on
dynamic seat testing procedure and acceptance criteria.
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Table 2.1. Aircraft Seat Certification Regulation and Failure Criteria.

Aircraft Seat Certification Regulation Part 23 and 25
Aircraft Type

Part 23
Part 25
FAR 23.562FAR 25.562

Test 1 Combined vertical / longitudinal condition
Test Velocity (in ft / sec)
Peak Deceleration ( in G's)
Time to Peak ( in sec)
Seat Yaw angle

31
19 /15
0.05 / 0.06
00

35
14
0.08
00

Initial conditions
Seat Pitch angle

00

00

Seat Roll angle

00

00

Fixture angle

60 0 Fixture 60 0 Fixture

Test 2 Longitudinal condition
Test Velocity (in ft / sec)
Peak Deceleration (in G's)
Time to Peak ( in sec)
Seat Yaw angle

42
26 / 21
0.05 / 0.06
10 0

44
16
0.09
10 0

Seat Pitch angle

10 0

10 0

Seat Roll angle

10 0

10 0

Fixture angle

00

00

Compliance Criteria
Deformation Limit - inch
HIC
Lumbar Load - lb
Strap Load - lb
Femur Load - lb

1000
1500
1750
NA

1000
1500
1750
2250

Initial conditions
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2.1.2 Failure Criteria:
The failure criteria for the aircraft seating system is broadly divided into two categories
•

Primary failures

•

Secondary failures
Any type of catastrophic failure in the main load path of the seat structure, failure of

restraint system or major injury to the occupant (exceeding occupant protection limit) is treated
as primary failures resulting in design change and retest. Failure of the secondary components
(which is not in the main load path), scratches on the restraint system can be treated as a
secondary failure. Analytical substantiation may be accepted in these scenarios and retest may
not be required. However, each case should be assessed individually and a determination made
that the failure point would not simply be transferred to another part of the load path of the seat
structure.

Occupant Injury Criteria:
•

HIC is a measurement that insures the occupant will remain conscious following a
survivable accident. In any circumstances if the occupant or the ATD's head is exposed to
the impact with the interior features like monuments, seat structures, aircraft frame during
the test, occupant HIC should not be exceeded 1000 or if the contact occurs, protection
must be provided so that the head impact does not exceed the HIC of 1000.

•

The maximum compressive load measured between the pelvis and the lumbar column of
the ATD does not exceed 1,500 lbs (6.67 kN).

•

In case of torso restraints are used, tension loads in individual straps do not exceed 1,750
lbs (7.78 kN).
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•

If dual straps are used for restraining the upper torso, the total strap tension load does not
exceed 2,000 lbs (8.90 KN).

•

The upper torso restraint straps remain on the ATD's shoulder during the entire test.

•

The pelvic restraint remains on the ATD's pelvis during the entire test.

•

Where leg contact with seat or seats, with monuments occurs, the axial compressive load in
each femur does not exceed 2,250 lbs (10.0 kN).

•

The seat belt should not be cut or torn by features of the seat or the belt adjuster
mechanism. If yes, it should be investigated as to their cause and appropriate corrective
action taken, although a retest may not be necessary.

Structural Integrity:
•

The seating system must remain attached to the test fixture at all points of attachment, the
occupant restraint system must remain attached at all points of attachment. The primary
load path must remain intact.

•

Failures in any part of the primary load path, including the seat attachment to the track or
restraint system attachment to the seat, will require a retest.

•

Cracking of structural elements and the shearing or separation of rivets and minor
delamination of composite panels is allowed, provided a continuous load path remains
between the occupant and the seat attachments.

•

Seat deformations must not yield to the extent that it would impede rapid evacuation of the
occupants in the airplane.

Seat permanent deformations such as seat-pan angle, seat

backrest deformation must be in the quantitative limits is mentioned in Appendix 2 of AC
26.562 for different sear scenarios.
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•

All deployable items must remain stowed, unless it can be shown that they do not impede
egress or cause serious injury.

•

Cuts or tears in a restraint system may not require a retest, if it can be demonstrated that the
corrective action will be effective and if all other pass/fail criteria were met on the test.

2.2 Aircraft Seat Design
After 1988, the FAA required new aircraft passenger seat designs have an emphasis on
two criteria, integrity of the structure and occupant safety. Dynamic seat compliance covers
static as well dynamic requirements with a focus on energy attenuating seats. Most of the
components in the seat need to be designed to absorb the kinetic energy in the crash event and
purposely designed in the plastic range of the material physical properties.
In case of business jet aircraft seats, seat designing becomes more of challenging because
of more parts, complex geometry and hence heavier seats. A typical business jet passenger seat
consists of five main assemblies such as
•

Base assembly

•

Swivel assembly

•

Seat track

•

Seat main frame

•

Backrest
In addition to these assemblies, comfort and entertainment features such as head rest, leg

rest armrest are attached to the main seat structure. Hence while designing an aircraft seat it is
necessary to have good knowledge of human factors, comfort, engineering materials, and
crashworthy regulations. The aim of seat designer is to provide a comfort and safe environment
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to the passenger at any seat position, orientation, and location during flight or takeoff and
landing.

Figure 2.4 Aircraft Seat Requirements.

Figure 2.4, summarizes the business jet seat designing aspects based from different views
such as voice of customer (VOC), the FAA and the seat manufacturer. Based on these aspects, as
a systems approach to the crashworthiness protection following are the basic requirements of any
seating system
•

Ergonomics and Comfort

•

Structural Aspects

•

Functional aspects
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•

Reliability Aspects

•

Fire protection requirements

2.2.1. Ergonomics and Comfort
Comfort can be defined as a state of being relaxed and feeling no pain. Also in
biomechanical term, comfort is related to the following phenomena
The biomechanical postural stress acting on the body while sitting; OR The restriction of the
blood circulation in the compressed peripheral districts; OR The sensorial response to the
interface tissue compression [30].
The importance of ergonomic seat design is increasing as customer expectations rise.
Generally the main task of the seat design is the optimization of the seat comfort performance.
This performance can be quantitatively assessed by collecting subjective ratings, which express
the discomfort level perceived by the user. Discomfort being defined as any perceived
disturbance to the wellbeing state of the subject.
The biomechanical comfort performance is essentially related to physiological or
sensorial phenomena. This is why a large amount of research efforts have been dedicated to
define methods for the prediction of the subjective ratings from objective measurements.
Anthropometry data is available from 5th to 99th percentile male and females. Also
anthropometry data was collected and available for American, Latin, Asian, Japanese and etc
male females. Identifying the Target Populations Designing for the entire user population,
ranging from children to large males, is an impractical target. So to make it practical following
assumptions and observations were made
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2.2.2 Structural Aspects
The seating system including seat structure, restraint system, cushions and additional
features shall be designed to act as a total system. The aim of the structural designer is to provide
a protective structure to maintain a survivable volume in crashworthy environment inside the
aircraft. It should not leave hazardous projections that could contribute to occupant injury or
significantly impede rapid evacuation. Adjustable feature should not deploy under test conditions
and contribute to serious occupant injury or significantly impede rapid egress.

2.2.3 Functional Aspects
Basis of all functional aspects is related to the ergonomic design such as minimum knob
force required reclining the seat or adjusting the swivel position. It may be related to the location
of restraints or lumbar and etc. Based on passenger activities in the aircraft such as reading,
relaxing, watching TV, in a meeting or sleeping, seat is positioned in different angles. Most of
the seats shall be designed to include the following features:
•

Fully berth position 180 recline

•

360-degree or 270-degree swivel capability

•

Minimum forward and aft and lateral tracking

•

Adjustable floor tracking design

•

Adjustable headrest

•

Adjustable armrests

•

Adjustable lumbar or provisions for electrical lumbar

•

Retractable footrest

•

Seat pan lifter

•

Life vest provisions to be located in the forward side of the lower pedestal shroud and has
to be easily accessible while the occupant is seated
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2.2.4 Reliability Aspects
The reliability requirements for the seats are assigned as a means of assuring acceptable
economic value and customer satisfaction. The desired performance is separated from
certification type design requirement in that the desired performance for economic value and
customer satisfaction does not have a direct bearing on regulatory compliance. However, this
requirement will meet, or exceed, any requirement specified by regulation. Compliance with this
requirement will not therefore result in it becoming a certification requirement unless that
requirement is specifically identified.

2.2.5 Fire Protection Requirements:
Seat cushions, covering, upholstery and all other exposed material used in the seat shall
have self-extinguishing properties as specified in the applicable regulations such as seat cushions
shall be tested and shall meet the fire protection provisions of Appendix F, Part II of 14 CFR Part
25 or shall be demonstrated by analysis (similarity) to provide equivalent protection [7].

2.3 Present Aircraft Seat Certification
In general business jet aircraft has crew seats and passenger seats and toilet seat. Passenger
seats can be forward facing, aft facing and side facing seats. Figure 2.5 shows a section cut view of
a business jet aircraft with eight passenger seats, including four forward, two aft and two side
facing and expanded present seat certification details. Table 2.2 shows, possible business jet
passenger seat options subdivided as per seat geometry, seat configurations and others like belts
(polymer based or nylon based), foam varieties etc. Seat geometry and seat configurations are
critical deciding seat options to finalize the worst or heaviest loaded seat configuration either
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structurally or occupant safety. In early development of an aircraft, seating layout is prepared. In
this process seat pitch (distance between row seats), distance between seat to monuments,
monument locations and etc are finalized to avoid head striking or knee striking. These dimensions

Figure 2.5 Business Jet Seat Certification.
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are developed based on the existing similar aircraft seat database such as head paths, backrest
deformation, seat pan angle and etc.
Table 2.2. Possible Passenger Seat Options.
Seat geometry
Maximum Seat
width

Backrest
height

Leg
spacing

Swivel BL

Tracking
Forward and
Aft

Lateral

Seat configurations
Seat orientation

Yaw

Forward

Inboard

Aft

Outboard

Pitch / roll
Inboard leg
roll
Outboard leg
roll

Seat
tracking

Belt orientation

FA-FO

Inboard to outboard

FF-FO

Outboard to inboard

FA-FI

Side

FF-FI
Others
Belt type

Base type
Amsafe

Foam type

Schroth

ABI

Dax

Confor

Fixed

FA-FO = Fully Aft - Fully Outboard - TTOL for forward seat
FF-FO = Fully Forward - Fully outboard - TTOL for aft seat
FA-FI = Fully Aft - Fully Inboard
FF-FI = Fully Forward - Fully Inboard

In the next stage seat worst or heaviest loading case is identified. The test article is configured as
worst-case seat configurations by assembling the worst-case modular sub-assembly components
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along with the most (i.e. heaviest) options. Thus, the most critical components of various seat
configurations are substantiated by test. The worst load case is identified by using rigid body
analysis in which occupant CG is attached to the floor fitting location by rigid beams and the
required static loads is applied on the occupant CG.
In the later stage, certification plan is prepared and submitted to the authorized regulatory
for approval. In most of these seat certification plans, development test or tests are carried out prior
to certification round to get more confidence on the seat design.

2.3.1 Family of Seats
A family of seats is a group of seat assemblies built from equivalent components in the
primary load path. For passenger seats, forward facing seat, aft facing seat and side-facing seats
are considered a separate family of seats. The intent of the family concept is to permit a
simplified test article selection process. The family of seats is defined based on design
characteristics. It is based on commonality principle
•

Common Platform based design or common part

•

Common primary structure

•

Common material

•

Common hardware

•

Common assembly technique

•

Common test criteria ( either Part 23 or 25)
Keeping the commonality, and varying following seat parameters related to geometry as

shown in Table 2.2
•

Seat leg spacing
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•

Seat Tacking

•

Seat frame width

•

Backrest height

Family of seats is defined.
Certification plan of the family of seat is prepared based on criticality assessments of the
seats either structurally or based on occupant compliance criteria. In case of smaller geometry,
smaller leg spacing result in higher floor loads and smaller head trajectories, other case bigger
geometry results in less floor loads and longer head trajectories.
The scope of the test program is defined within a family, not between families.
Determinations of structural criticality assume that the family of seats has been established and
that variations within the family will be substantiated either by tests or analysis.

2.4 Why Dynamic Finite Element Analysis (DFEA) ?
The seat regulations are identified in the 14 CFR Parts § 23.562 [6] and § 25.562 [7] for
crashworthy evaluation of a seat specify full-scale dynamic testing on production seats. Fullscale dynamic testing in support of certification is expensive and repeated testing due to failure
drastically increases the expense. Seat certification is the most important part of an aircraft
interior designing because of dynamic seat regulations requirements and …
•

Complexity: Involvement of impact environment, flexibility in interior configuration and
complicated nature of seat engineering design makes this problem quite complex, so that
classical hand calculations are practically impossible or overly conservative.

•

Failure criteria: Majority of the structural failures in the dynamic testing are found in
joints such as nut and bolt with seat structure or screw joint in seat structure and highly
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deformed structure. It’s a big challenge for a designer to design a joint in impact
environment, to understand stress concentration factor in impact environment and in some
cases in the plastic range of material properties. In all such cases what is the failure criteria
and what is the margin of safety?
•

Cost involved: In general, a new business aircraft seat certification program consists of 32
to 40 certification tests on passenger seats including forward facing, aft facing and side
facing seats). It takes about 26 to 40 weeks and following cost are attached to the whole
program and cost attached for
o

Engineering cost

= $ 400,000

o

Test articles (40 min) = $ 400,000

o

Dynamic Test

= $ 120,000

o

Fixture

= $ 20,000

o

Overheads

= $ 60,000

Total = $1,000,000.00

In addition to these tests, evaluation tests are conducted on an average 20% of the cert tests.
In case of failure, it’s difficult to predict the next one and additional test articles, laboratory and
overheads charges are added. The impact of dynamic requirements in the aircraft seats makes the
aircraft interiors costly and time consuming. On an average, one business jet seat cert program
costs around $ 1 Million.
•

Seat worst load configurations: In present certification procedure rigid body analysis is
carried out to find out worst load configurations.

•

Limited data from physical test: Test results can provide pass or fail and quantitative data
such as floor reactions, belt load, head path, occupant loads etc.
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•

Aircraft layout is based on the existing similar aircraft seat data such as head path or seat
deformations.

•

In addition, following “what ifs” are always discussed in aircraft seat industry.
o What if the designer cut down structural weight by couple of pounds?
o What if, the customer wants to change the Cushion?
o What if failed and fixed, what is next WEAKEST link in the system?
o What if the Technical Standard Order (TSO) seat modified? Is that going to pass if
retested?
The only possible solution to most of these problems and to produce better design by

predicting the dynamic event in the certification test and one of the most advance techniques is
computer simulation of the seat dynamic event.
Advances in computer software and hardware in the 90s have made it possible to analysis
complex system by numerical simulation. Improvement in processing time, cost, workstation
speed, and the availability of inexpensive computer central processing unit (CPU), memory and
storage have made it possible to tackle large crash impact problems. As a result, the FEA
techniques and application has become a well-established design tool for predicting dynamic
event in aircraft seat industries. In this study efforts are made to use DFEA methodology as an
aircraft seat design and certification tool and many other areas.
•

Design cycle reduction
o

Multiple concepts can be considered and analyzed due to reduced cycle time.

o

Head path, belt loads, seat deformations, floor loads data can be available 2 to 3
months earlier of the certification test.

o

Optimized design solution and hence lighter Designs (10- 30 % weight reduction)
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are possible.
•

Refined design tool
o

Moment by moment, quantitative stress and strain visualization is possible
throughout the dynamic event.

o

Displacement and Deformation details of overall seat and components are very
much possible.

•

•

Cost reduction tool
o

Faster Development Programs, 60 % time compression when concept testing.

o

Lower Cost Development Programs because of Fewer Dynamic Tests.

Aircraft layout
o

Aircraft to Passenger Layout Issues can be successfully resolved before AC
Construction.

o

Close information, Interaction between Anthropometric test Dummies (ATD’s),
seats and cabin monuments. Anthropometric test Dummies interact with seats and
cabin monuments. Anthropometric test Dummies interact with seats and cabin
monuments.

•

Substantiation Tool

The FAA is working with aircraft seat industry to use simulation techniques as
certification tool. AC 20-146 [11] demonstrates the methodology for dynamic seat “Certification
By Analysis” for use in Parts 23, 25, 27 and 29 airplanes and rotorcraft. This AC provides
guidance on how to validate the computer model and under what conditions the model may be
used in support of certification or Technical Standard Order (TSO) approval/ authorization.
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT METHODS

Involvement of impact environment, flexibility in interior configuration and complicated
nature of aircraft seat engineering makes the design problem quite complex, so that classical
hand calculations are practically impossible. Engineers started using numerical methods like
FEM that provide approximate but acceptable solutions. The solution yields approximate values
at a discrete number of points in the body. Discretization is termed as the process selecting
certain number of discrete points in the body OR divides the main body into an equivalent
system of smaller bodies or units. The assembly of these units represents the main body. Instead
of solving the problem for the entire body in one operation, the solutions are formatted for each
unit and then combined to obtain the solution for main body. Although the analysis is simplified,
within this method, the amount of data handled is dependant on the number of units the main
body. If the numbers of units are too large, an electronic device for the computation is needed.
Advances in computer software and hardware have made it possible to analyze complex systems
by numerical simulation. With the availability of low cost, fast computers, it is possible to tackle
large crash impact problems.

3.1. Basics of DFEA
In the dynamic event we have nonlinear multi degree of freedom problem containing
nonlinear differential equations. Numerical solutions for a given initial condition problem,
displacement, velocity and acceleration are determined with time. All other unknowns like
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stresses, strains, energies, etc. are derived from the basic values of displacement, velocity and
acceleration.
The equilibrium equation of a transient dynamic system is given by [31]
2
d U
M
dt

+C

2

dU
(t )}
+ K {U } = {F
ext
dt

[3.1]

Where M, C, and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices and
F

ext

is the vector for externally applied loads,

2
d U
dt

2

dU
and U are the acceleration, velocity, and displacement vectors.
dt

,

This can also be written as
Inertia force + Damping force + Elastic force or Internal force = External force

[3.2]

Equation 3.1 can be written in terms of a generalized time index, n
2
d U
M
dt

2

n

+C

dU
+ K {U } = {F
(t )}
n
ext
n
dt n

[3.3]

Since all of these terms are time dependent, therefore in dynamic analysis in principle, we
assume static equilibrium at time t is also discritized which includes the effect of acceleration
dependent inertia forces, velocity dependent damping forces are considered. In case of static
analysis, the equation of motion in equation 3.1 is considered without inertia and damping effect.
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Mathematically, equation 3.1 represents a system of linear differential equations of
second order and the solutions can be obtained by standard procedure for the solutions of
differential equations with constant coefficients. However, the procedures can become very
expensive if the order of metrics is very large. In DFEA, for this study we are mainly interested
in solution using direct integration methods.
In direct integration, the equation 3.1 is integrated using a numerical step by step
procedure, the term “direct” meaning that prior to the numerical integration, no transformation of
the equations into a different form is carried out. Direct numerical integration is based on [32].
•

To satisfy equation 3.1 only at discrete time intervals

t apart. This means that static

equilibrium, which includes effects of inertia and damping forces, is sought at discrete time
points within the interval of solution.
•

A variation of displacements, velocities and accelerations within each time interval

t is

assumed. It is the form of assumption on the variation of displacements, velocities and
accelerations within the each time interval that determines the accuracy, stability, and cost
of the solution procedure.
When solving dynamic problems with Finite Element Method, it must be remembered
that we use FEM only for the spatial discretization and the temporal (Time) discretization is
always by using the Finite Difference Method. This approach is called as the Semi Discrete
Galerkin as the space time finite element concept was a total failure. We divide the total response
time into much smaller time intervals called time steps or increments. The equilibrium equations
are solved and the value of unknowns are determined at ( t. + t) based on the knowledge of their
values at time t [31]. In such scenario two formulations are possible:
•

Backward difference approximation, where spatial approximation is applied at time level
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n+1, which is also know as implicit formulation as shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Implicit Formulation [33].

In this formulation, more than one unknown exists and therefore finite difference
equation must be written for all the spatial grid points at n+1 time level to provide the same
number of equations as there are unknowns and solved simultaneously. Implicit methods are
those where the information at time step n+1 is dependent on previous time levels (n, n-1 …) and
the current i.e. n+1. Software such as Ansys, Nastran and Abaqus, LSDYNA-Implicit solve
dynamic equilibrium equations in an implicit way, where equilibrium is achieved at each time
using an iterative procedure.

Figure 3.2 Explicit Formulation [33].

•

Forward difference approximation, where spatial approximation is applied at time level n,
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which is also known as explicit formulation as shown in figure 3.2.
In this formulation only one unknown appears and can be solved directly at each grid
point. Explicit methods are those in which the information at time step n+1 can be obtained in
terms of previous time steps and there is no dependence on the current time step. The Software
such as LSDYNA, DYTRAN, MADYMO and Abaqus-Explicit use explicit method to solve
highly nonlinear problems. Explicit analysis is well suited to dynamic simulations such as impact
and crash analysis, but it can become prohibitively expensive to conduct long duration or static
analysis. Static problems, such as sheet metal spring back after forming, are one application area
for implicit analysis.

3.2 Explicit Integration Methods
In explicit method, time integration scheme such as “Central Difference Scheme” is very
popular. In this method, equilibrium relation in equation 3.1 is regarded as a system of ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficients, and any convenient finite difference expressions
to approximate accelerations or velocities in terms of displacements can be used. Other popular
explicit schemes are Runge Kutta family methods and trapezoidal rule.
Using second order Explicit Central Differential Operator in equation 3.3

{U }

− {U }
n +1
n −1
2∆t

dU
=
dt n

2
d U
dt

2

n

=

{U }

n +1

[3.4]

− 2{U } + {U }
n
n −1
2
∆t
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[3.5]

Where t is the time interval
By substituting velocity and acceleration values from equation 3.4 and 3.5 respectively and
rewriting equation 3.3:
[

[C ] {U }
[ M ] [C ]
[M ]
+
= F
− F
+
+
]{U }
2{U } − {U }
2 2∆t
2
n +1
ext n
n
n − 1 2∆t
n −1
int ernal n
∆t
∆t

[3.6]
Subtracting equation 3.4 from 3.5 and rewriting:
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2

− 2{U }
2{U }
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n

2

[3.7]

2
d U
dt

2

n

[3.8]

Substituting value of {U} n-1 from equation 3.8 to 3.6, value of {U} n+1 can be determined
and hence the other unknowns like displacements, velocities, accelerations can be calculated for
time step n+1.
There are several advantages of this method and the most important advantage in this
Integration scheme is that it does not require a factorization of the stiffness matrix in the step by
step solution. It leads to an algorithm which can be easily programmed and does not require any
matrix inversion procedure and is suitable for a fast parallel computing methodology.
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Stability and Accuracy Analysis
An important consideration in the use of the central difference method is that the
integration method requires that the time step t be smaller than a critical value tcr, which can
be calculated from mass and stiffness properties of the complete element assemblage.
Integrations that require the use of a time step

t smaller than a critical time step tcr such as

central difference method are said to be conditionally stable. If a time step larger than

tcr is

used, the integration is unstable, meaning that any errors resulting from, for example, numerical
round off error in the computer grows and makes the response solution less accurate or even
worthless in most cases. The physical interpretation of above condition is that the time step, t,
must be small enough that the information doesn't propagate across more than one element per
time step [32].
The stability of this method depends on the time step, if too large for a given element size
L (min element length in the model), the method fails and if it is smaller than required the
solution time becomes very expensive losing effectiveness of the method. Therefore it is
necessary to determine critical time step ( tcr) for the given problem.
∆t

cr

= L/C

[3.9]

C = E/ρ

[3.10]

Where C is wave speed
E is Material youngs modulus and
ρ is Material density
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The value of C depends on the wave propagation characteristics of different elements, as
the elements can have different wave speeds. The reader is referred to the pertinent software
users’ manuals for the details as this has concern with the wave propagation in elastic medium.

Practical Considerations
The solution, incase of explicit analysis, is only effective when the time step is small and
therefore a large number of time steps need to be used and since no stiffness matrix of the
element assemblage needs to be calculated. The solution can be carried out on the element level
and relatively high-speed storage is required. Using this approach, problems involving high
frequency loads are solved economically and efficiently.
•

Lower order elements are preferred over higher elements as higher order elements yield a
higher maximum frequency than the lower order elements.

•

Single point integration elements are preferred over full integration elements to make the
calculations time effective.

•

While analyzing, care must be taken to solve the system in such a way that it ensures a
sufficient accuracy and it doesn’t mask any prominent physical behavior of the system.

Reduced Integration Elements
The implications of reduced integration are very efficient but at the cost of increased zero
strain energy non-physical modes also known as the hourglassing. The hourglass force is added
on the right hand side of the equilibrium equation 3.2, and it becomes

Inertia Force + Damping force + Internal force = External force + Hourglass force
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[3.11]

Figure 3.3 (a) Full and (b) Reduced Integration for a Linear Quadrilateral Element

Figure 3.4 Typical Hourglass modes of a Shell Element
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A shell element of 4 guass points or a solid element of 8 gauss points has exactly six rigid
body modes. By using reduced integration (Figure 3.3 shows Full and Reduced Integration for a
Linear Quadrilateral Element), because of rank deficiency extra modes are added in to the
system. These modes are called as hourglass modes. Figure 3.4 shows typical rigid modes and
hourglassing modes for a shell element. Although they don’t add any extra energy into the
system, they must be avoided, as they are non - physical. A thumb rule is that the hourglass
energy should be less than 10% of Internal energy.

Hourglassing and Control
Following are some of the observations on hourglass control methods

•

Default viscous formulations work better.

•

Stiffness form is most stable for large crash problems but also results in a slightly stiffer
response.

•

Flanagan - Belytschko stiffness control is best for large rotations associated with highly
nonlinear problems.

•

One can assign different hourglass control methods to different parts. It is better to use a
refined mesh rather than a coarse mesh for large deformed components.
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3.3 Implicit Integration Methods

Figure 3.5 Explicit and Implicit Region [31].

In implicit methods, equilibrium is achieved at each time using an iterative procedure.
Thus the accuracy of the method depends largely much on the solution procedure and
convergence tolerances specified. These schemes are efficient for structural dynamics problems
with low to moderate frequency content whereas explicit schemes become much faster towards
the high end application as shown in Figure 3.5. Typically all static solution methods use an
implicit procedure. Some other implicit methods used for computation are Houbolt, Wilson
Theta, Park Stiffly stable method and Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor scheme [ 31]. The comparison of
Implicit and explicit methods is shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of Explicit Vs Implicit Methods.

Criteria

Explicit Scheme

Implicit Scheme

LSDYNA | DYNA 3D,
1 Common Software ABAQUS EXPLICIT,
MSC- DYTRAN

ABAQUS/Standard
NIKE 3D,
LSDYNA
Implicit,
NASTRAN

2 Stability

Conditional stability governed by
CFL condition.
Time steps are smaller of the order
of 1 e-06 sec for a mesh size of 5
mm.

Unconditionally stable.
Usually large time steps of the
order of 1 e-03 sec are used .

3 Computational
speed / cost

Very fast as there is no matrix
inversion.
Mass matrix is lumped or diagonal

Equally fast as one can take
larger time steps

4 Maximum size of
computational
problem

Bounded by number of CPUs

Bounded by the input and
output

5 Numerical scheme

Central Difference Scheme

1. Newmark beta integration
scheme.
2.Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor
scheme

6 Handling
nonlinearity

Linear to highly nonlinear
problems can be efficiently
handled.
Explicit codes are best suitable for
problems such as crash analysis,
wave propagation, impact, etc.

Linear – moderate nonlinear
problems.
Most suitable application is
static to Vibration problems
such as frequency Response
and quasi –static simulations.
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MSC

3.4 Contact Impact Algorithms

The introduction of explicit, non-linear finite element codes has made it possible to investigate
complex engineering scenarios including geometry, material and contact non-linearity. In the
recent software there are three contact algorithms are used.
•

Kinematic Constraint Method or Lagrange Multipliers

•

Distributed Parameter method

•

Penalty Stiffness formulation Method

Kinematic Constraint Method: In this contact algorithm, the constraints are imposed into global
equations by a transformation of the slave node displacement components along the contact
interface. The transformation will distribute the slave node normal force component to adjacent
master nodes. If the master surface is finer than the slave surface then master surface nodes can
penetrate through the slave surface without any resistance and creates a kink in the slide line
[31].

Distributed Parameter Method: In this contact algorithm, half of the mass of the slave surface
area is distributed to the master surface area. The internal stress in each element determines a
contact pressure distribution for the master elements that receives the mass. The acceleration is
updated at the master surface and

then impose d impenetrable constraints on slave node

accelerations and velocities to make sure the movement along the master surface.

Penalty Stiffness Method: This is probably the widest used method both in implicit and explicit
codes. This method uses normal interface springs between all the nodes of the contact surface. A
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stiffness modulus is computed for each master and slave segment based on the elasticity and the
thickness property of each of the contacting elements. One should be careful enough in selecting
spring stiffness as this decreases time step. This method is very reliable and the hourglassing
problem is less as compared to the other methods.

3.5 Recent Available Codes

Finite-element analysis procedures are now used abundantly in the aerospace industry.
Linear static and dynamic analyses are conducted in a routine manner, and nonlinear analyses are
increasingly pursued. Various codes, such as LSTC-LSDYNA, TNO-MADYMO, PAMCRASH,
MSC-DYTRAN and RADIOSS are available in the market. The codes have been developed
based on explicit time integration, special shell elements, and special modeling assumptions for
the dynamic environment. The analysis results have been compared with laboratory test data, and
the simulations have proved very valuable.

LSDYNA from Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC)
LS-DYNA is a general purpose, explicit finite element program used to analyze the
nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional structures. It uses the Central Difference
Method for time integration do nonlinear dynamic response analysis program. LS-DYNA has
comprehensive selection of material models, element formulations, and contact algorithms have
enabled users worldwide to successfully solve many complex automotive safety, metal forming,
structural, and failure analysis problems. LS-DYNA incorporates a number of advanced features
including fully automated contact handling and error-checking, Hybrid III dummy model,
thermal modeling, adaptive meshing, coupled structure/fluid modeling, bi-material elements,
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multiple airbag inflator models, integrated 2D and 3D modeling, and multiple local coordinate
systems. LS-DYNA is directly supported by a wide variety of 3rd party pre- and post-processing
systems.
The program is applicable to problems such as automobile collision analysis, analysis of
dropping of nuclear fuel transport containers, etc., molding analysis, including pressing, forging,
etc., analysis of propagation of shock waves from explosions, and coupling analysis of fluidsstructures. In the processing of spring-back in formation analysis, etc., rigorously correct implicit
schemes can be selected. An explicit method is used for the clamping of the press-die, and an
implicit method is linked to the spring-back.

RADIOSS
An explicit method program that use central differences in the time integration. This
program has earned a reputation for reliability from its worldwide use by over 300 users,
principally automobile manufacturers. Analyses can be run mixing three kinds of coordinates
systems: Lagrange, Euler, and ALE. Radioss has completely automated, extremely well
stabilized contact determination function, variety of material models like orthogonal anisotropic
materials, Right-angle anisotropic materials, Viscoelastic foam materials, Composite materials,
Viscous turbulent fluids etc. Radioss incorporates functions for Noise and Vibration analysis at
high frequencies, analysis of vibrations in structures coupled with viscous turbulent fluids, subcycling, and Mode extraction. It also provides database on several types of dummies, EUROSID, HYBRID-III, US-SID, etc. It also supports special-purpose pre and post processing
environment with excellent user interface.
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The program can be applied in analysis of collisions of automobiles, railway cars, etc.,
analysis of shock to dropped electronic equipment of various kinds, analysis of plasticity
processing of thin sheets, blow molding processes for plastic products, and forging. Radioss also
handles analysis of shocks to sports equipment parts, noise and vibration of machinery, etc.

MADYMO from TASS - TNO Automotive Safety Solutions

MADYMO is a software package that allows users to design and optimize occupant
safety systems efficiently, quickly and cost-effectively. MADYMO is the worldwide standard for
occupant safety analysis and simulation and it is used extensively in engineering departments,
design studios, research laboratories and technical universities. It has proven itself in numerous
applications, often supported by verification studies using experimental data. With MADYMO,
an occupant safety system can be thoroughly assessed and optimized early in its development
cycle. Users therefore avoid the delays and costs involved in having to change a product late in
its development. MADYMO also reduces the requirement for costly and time-consuming
prototyping. As a result, production processes are drastically streamlined, and users can get their
products to market more quickly. MADYMO also offers a large database of world-class dummy
models that meet our customers’ most exacting requirements in terms of diversity, speed,
accuracy, robustness, user-friendliness, and support.

MADYMO/Exchange is a tool that facilitates the MADYMO model assembly and
modification process in a controlled environment. It reduces the work of experienced MADYMO
users by providing database access and single-click model component replacement and it
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empowers non-CAE experts with the ability to run and modify MADYMO analysis without the
need for knowledge about the MADYMO XML model structure.

PAMCRASH
Pamcrash is a dynamic explicit method structure analysis program developed by France
ESI. It also uses a dynamic explicit analysis method using centered differences for the time
integration.

Features
•

Efficient computation method for performing large-scale deformation analysis, including
shock and collision problems

•

Contact determination algorithm suitable for various kinds of cases

•

Extensive element library including, besides all the usual elements, special elements such
as rivets, spot welds, and joints

•

Inclusive practical materials library encompassing metals through resins, foam plastic
materials, rubber, and compound materials

•

Automatic adaptive mesh function

•

Dedicated passenger safety analysis option

•

Provides data libraries for dummies/barriers

Pamcrash can perform conventional collision analysis for automobiles, ships, aircraft,
etc., and is also effective in the analysis of shocks occurring due to dropping of electrical
equipment, containers, etc., and in various types of non-linear structural analysis involving largescale deformations and complicated contacts.
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In addition, by using the program together with the optimization support program, in the
PAM product family, construction of a system for optimization in strong non-linear problems
such as shock and collision analysis is possible.

ABAQUS
ABAQUS/Explicit is a finite element program designed to serve advanced, nonlinear
continuum and structural analysis needs. The program addresses highly nonlinear transient
dynamic phenomena and certain nonlinear quasi-static simulations. It is designed for production
analysis environments, so ease of use, reliability, flexibility, and efficiency are key ingredients
inits architecture. ABAQUS/Explicit is designed to run effectively on computers ranging from
workstation to high-end multi-processor servers. The code is optimized for performance and uses
a compact, efficient data management system.
ABAQUS/Explicit uses explicit time integration for time stepping and addresses the following
types of analyses:
•

Explicit dynamic response with or without adiabatic heating effects.

•

Fully coupled transient dynamic temperature-displacement procedure. Explicit algorithms
are used for both the mechanical and thermal response.

•

Annealing for multi-step forming simulations.

•

Acoustic and coupled acoustic-structural analyses.

•

Automatic adaptive meshing allows the robust solution of highly nonlinear problems.

MSC Dytran
Dytran is an explicit finite element analysis (FEA) solution for analyzing complex
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nonlinear behavior involving permanent deformation of material properties or the interaction of
fluids and structures. Dytran enables you to study the structural integrity of designs to ensure that
final products stand a better chance of meeting customer safety, reliability, and regulatory
requirements.
Dytran combines structural, material flow, and fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis
in a single package. Dytran uses a combination of Lagrangian and Eularian solver technology to
analyze short-duration transient events that require finer time step to ensure a more accurate
solution. You can apply Dytran to problems that have a high degree of material nonlinearity
(foam, rubber, and large deformations in metal), large geometry nonlinearity (buckling,
crippling, and cracking), and extreme boundary nonlinearity (a structure folding over onto itself).
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CHAPTER 4

DFEA SIMULATION METHODOLOGY FOR AIRCRAFT SEATS

4.1 Basic Approach

In the current business jet aircraft seat certification process, once the total number of
seats and their weight are defined, conceptual study is carried out based on the existing similar
seat information such as aircraft layout to evaluate occupant safety. On the other hand seat worst
load cases for structural integrity are determined based on conventional rigid body analysis. In
case of rigid body analysis the occupant CG is attached to seat interface (where the seat is
attached to the aircraft fuselage) using rigid beams and the floor reactions or the interface loads
are calculated. The drawback of this method is that the effect of seat swivel location, belt
orientation or locations (in case of 3-points restraint system) is not taken in to the consideration
and may give inappropriate results.
In this methodology, an aircraft development (Figure 4.1), seat regulations (Figure 4.2) and
business jet passenger seat requirements (Figure 4.3) were studied and a complete seat
certification process was broadly defined in 3 stages as shown in Figure 4.4

•

Evaluation of seat critical options by using 1D seat model.

•

Non linear FE analysis of seat worst loading condition and validation with the test results

•

Substantiation of certification test or tests by using validated FE model and updation of the
certification plan.
In the first stage maximum possible seat options for the passenger seats were studied and

tabulated based on seat geometry and seat orientations. The other variables such as belt type and
foam type are also taken into considerations. Basically ranges and variables for a passenger seat
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were tabulated as shown in Figure 4.5. The critical seat options were determined based on the
head paths, belt loads and floor reactions. A one dimensional FE model was developed for the
seat structure based on the seat basic dimensions such as seat reference point (SRP), seat leg
spacing, seat width, backrest height and possible swivel buttock lines. This model was also
consists of bottom and back cushions, three-point restraint and a rigid FE 50th percentile hybrid
III dummy model as shown in Figure 4.6. Based on this evaluation matrix, certification plan was
prepared. An evaluation matrix was prepared to compare the results from the FE analysis of a 1D
seat model and critical seat configurations were determined. This helped preparing initial
certification plan for a passenger seat.
Once the critical seat configurations were determined, detailed FE model for the
structural worst loading configuration was setup. The seating system was composed of seat main
structure, a bottom and a back cushions, a three-point restraint and a FE 50th percentile Hybrid
III dummy model as shown in Figure 4.8. Subassemblies such as armrest, and footrest were not
modeled in details but their masses were taken into consideration. The FE modeling for the seat
was done in three steps
o FE modeling of seat structural and non structural components
o Boundary conditions and
o Output discussion.

On the other hand most commonly used materials in the aircraft seating such as
Aluminum (Al 2024, Al 7075), Steel (AISI 4130, AISI 4340) were tested for mechanical
properties such as engineering stress strain curve, modulus of elasticity, poisson’s ratio and
ultimate stress as shown in Figure 4.7. Similarly low density foam and restraint materials were
tested to extract the load-deflection curves. Appropriate values from the test data were derived
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and provided to the FE Model. Component validations for these test methods were carried out to
evaluate material model and element formulation using LSDYNA explicit code. The same FE
model of test methods was also used to study the effect of variables like element length, time
step scale factors etc.
A 50th percentile hybrid III dummy model was positioned as per the seat geometry and
reference to the SAE standard AS-8049. Initial conditions such as 1G gravity or equilibrium
condition and floor deformation were performed on the FE model.
The database definitions were incorporated in the final deck including graphics files,
occupant output data, floor load data and belt load data and final acceleration pulse on the sled
was specified. The output database for each time step helps the analyst to keep a close watch on
the accuracy of the solution throughout the time cycle.
The corresponding analytical results such as belt loads, interface loads, head paths, pretest and post-test deformations were analyzed and if necessary recommendation were provided to
the designers. Final test article was prepared and the test was carried out.
Based on the comparison between the test results and DFEA results, fine tuning in the
DFEA model was done and re-run the analysis to achieve good agreement with the results
obtained from DFEA dynamic analysis and test results. The DFEA model is validated once
correlation (as suggested in AC 20-146 [11]) between both the set of results was obtained as
shown in Figure 4.9. Once satisfactory correlation is achieved, the model is considered to be
validated and can be used to predict the effect of changes to the design.
At this stage, the certification plan was updated based on the validated FE model. Few
tests were substantiated and the certification plan was updates. This updated plan was submitted
for the FAA approval.
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4.2 Aircraft Seat Development and DFEA Methodology

Here is the summary of aircraft seat certification and stepwise aircraft DFEA
methodology followed in this study. The process starts with understanding the seat ranges and
options and end at updating the seat certification plan.
At the end of this section, a certification plan is discussed for a business jet aircraft as a
case study. One-D FE model was used to investigate that eighteen physical tests were needed to
evaluate the seat for all the possible configurations. Based on the given methodology the DFEA
model was validated as per the AC 20-146. Based on this validated FE model seven out of
eighteen tests were proposed to substantiate.
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55
Figure 4.1 Aircraft Development

56
Figure 4.2 Aircraft Seat Regulations.

57
Figure 4.3 Business Jet Passenger Seat Requirements.
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Figure 4.4 DFEA Methodology.

Seat geometry
Maximum Seat
width

Leg
spacing

Backrest
height

Swivel BL

Tracking
Forward and
Aft

Lateral

Seat configurations
Seat orientation
59

Yaw

Pitch / roll

Forward

Inboard

Aft

Outboard

Inboard leg roll
Outboard leg
roll

Side

Seat
tracking
FA-FO

Inboard to outboard

FF-FO

Outboard to inboard

Belt orientation

FA-FI
FF-FI
Others

Base type

Belt type
Amsafe

Foam type

Schroth

ABI

Dax

Fixed

Figure 4.5 Possible Passenger Seat Configurations.
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Confor
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Figure 4.6 Evaluation of seat critical positions using 1D seat model (DFEA Methodology, step 3).
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Figure 4.7 Material testing (DFEA Methodology, step 5).

62
Figure 4.8 Sub-steps in DFE Analysis (DFEA Methodology, step 6).

63
Figure 4.9 Validation of DFEA results with test results (DFEA Methodology, step 10).

4.3 Certification Plan

A case study was carried out on a business jet aircraft Part 25 designed for 8 passenger
seats, 4 forward and 4 aft facing as shown in Figure 4.10.
The passenger seats were designed for following ranges

•

Maximum seat width: Maximum seat width was designed for 32” where as minimum was
24”

•

Seat leg distance: this was fixed to 16”

•

Backrest height: Maximum backrest height was 40” and minimum was 38”

•

It was observed that to achieve 3600 swivel for all the seats two buttock line were
requested, one was on the center of the spar and the other was on the seat leg

•

Seat tracking (forward – aft and lateral): Forward tracking was fixed as 8” and lateral was
maximum 7” and minimum 5”

•

Cushion: The seat was designed for cushion dax 26 and dax 55

Table 2.2 was updated to Table 4.1 adding the ranges discussed in this case. The
parameters for seat orientations were defined such as Taxi Take Off and Landing (TTOL)
TTOL for forward facing seat was seat fully forward and fully outboard
TTOL for Aft facing seat was seat fully aft and fully outboard
Shoulder point of the 3 point belt restraint was oriented from outboard to inboard
Based on the seat ranges, orientations and other variables total thirty two forward, thirty two aft
and two down tests were determined as possible seat options. All these cases were analyzed
using 1D FE seat model and the results such as head paths, interface loads and belt loads as
shown in the in Table 4.2 were extracted to evaluate the seat critical configurations.
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Figure 4.10 Aircraft Layout.

Table 4.1. Possible seat options for single passenger seat.
Seat geometry
Maximum Seat
width

32
24

Leg
spacing

Backrest
height

16
-

Swivel BL

40
38

Center
On leg

Tracking
Forward and
Aft
8
-

Lateral
7
5

Seat configurations
Seat orientation

Yaw

Pitch / roll

Forward

Inboard

Aft

Outboard

Inboard leg roll
Outboard leg
roll

Side

Seat
tracking
FA-FO

Inboard to outboard

FF-FO

Outboard to inboard

Belt orientation

FA-FI
FF-FI

Others
Base type

Belt type
Schroth

Amsafe

ABI

Fixed
Floor tacking

Foam type
Dax
Confor
26
55

Table 4.2. Evaluation matrix for critical seat options using 1D model
Units
Head paths
x (forward)
t (time)
y (lateral)
t (time)
Peak belt loads
Lap1
t (time)
Shoulder
t (time)
Peak floor reactions
Loadcell (forward left)
t (time)
Loadcell (forward right)
t (time)
Loadcell (reat left)
t (time)
Loadcell (reat right)
t (time)

Test 1

inch
seconds
inch
seconds
pounds
seconds
pounds
seconds
pounds
seconds
pounds
seconds
pounds
seconds
pounds
seconds
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Test 2

Test 3

Test ..

The certification plan is prepared as shown in Table 4.3. The Interface loads and belt
loads were utilized to determine the critical seat configurations for the structural integrity and
head paths for occupant safety. At the end, eighteen seat critical configurations (eight forward
facing seat, eight aft and two down cases) were determined which need to be physically tested.
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Table 4.3. Certification plan
Critical Seat Options

1

2

Ranges
Maximum seat width
Fixed Armrest
(Inboard)
Fixed Armrest with
Stowage (Outboard)
Backrest Height
Seat Track Spacing
Seat Tracking

3

4

5

6

7

8

Test condition 2 - Forward test

9
10
Test condition 1 Downward test
24
24

32

24

24

24

24

32

24

32

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

4

4

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

4

4

40
16
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
DAX 26

40
16
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
DAX 26

40
16
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
DAX 26

40
16
(8 x 7)
Spar
Center
DAX 26

40
16
(8 x 7)
Spar
Center
DAX 26

40
16
(8 x 5)
On seat
leg
DAX 26

40
16
(8 x 7)
On seat
leg
DAX 26

38
16
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
DAX 55

38
16
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
DAX 26

Base Type

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Headrest type

Flex wing

Belt Orientation

Outboard
to Inboard

TTOL Position
Yaw
Highly loaded leg

1
Inboard
Inboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard

40
16
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
DAX 26
Floor
tracking
base
Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
2
Inboard
Inboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Outboard
Outboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Outboard
Outboard

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
Standard
Inboard
Outboard

Outboard
to
Inboard
Standard
Inboard
Outboard

Method of
Certification

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Swivel Buttock Line
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Bottom Cushion

68

Hidden

Table 4.3 Certification plan continued
Critical Seat Options

11

12

13

Ranges

14

15

16

17

18

Test Condition 2 -Aft facing seat
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Maximum Seat Width

30

22

22

22

22

30

22

30

Fixed Armrest (Inboard)
Fixed Armrest with Stowage
(Outboard)
Backrest Height

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

38

Seat Track Spacing

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Seat Tracking
Swivel Butt Line

(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

(8 x 7)
Spar
Center

(8 x 7)
Spar
Center

(8 x 5)

(8 x 7)

On rail

On rail

Base Type

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
Floor
tracking
base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Headrest type

Flex wing

Flex wing

Flex wing

Flex wing

Flex wing

Flex wing

Belt Orientation

Outboard
to Inboard

Outboard
to Inboard

Outboard
to Inboard

Outboard
to Inboard

Outboard
to Inboard

Outboard
to Inboard

TTOL Position

1

1

1

2

1

1

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1

Yaw

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Outboard

Outboard

Highly loaded leg

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Inboard

Outboard

Outboard

Base Cushion

DAX 26

DAX 26

DAX 26

DAX 26

DAX 26

DAX 26

DAX 26

DAX 26

Method of Certification

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test
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CHAPTER 5

FE MODELING STRATEGIES FOR AIRCRAFT SEATS

5.1 FE Modeling of Seating System

This section describes the FE modeling techniques for structural and non-structural components of
a seating system, Boundary conditions and Output analysis. As shown in Figure 5.1, for this study
the FE model of the seating system is composed of seat structure, bottom and back cushions, a
three-point restraint, sled, fixture and an FE 50th percentile Hybrid III dummy model. Problems
related to the structural meshing and countermeasures are provided in later part of this chapter.

Restraint system

Figure 5.1 Typical Seating System.
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The aircraft seat structure consists of a base assembly, seat frame assembly, and backrest
assembly supported by a headrest and footrest (not shown in the Figure 5.1). In business jet
passenger seat, additional features like seat tracking and swiveling are added for passenger
comfort.

5.1.1 FE Modeling of Seat Structure
The FE model of the seat structure utilizes a combination of 3D elements including shell,
solid and beam. Based on the cross section of the component geometry, and how critical the
component is, the choice of element or elements is made. For example, Figure 5.2 shows a seat
base assembly model, using a combination shell and solid elements with appropriate connectivity.

Shell elements

Solid elements

Figure 5.2 Seat Base Assembly.
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Maintaining the connectivity, compatibility, and continuity in the entire FE Model ensures a
continual load path from occupant to the aircraft floor [36]. No doubt good planning in meshing FE
components helps consistency in the mesh patterns and makes it easy to apply the boundary
conditions.
For this study, the seat structure modeling is divided into two parts based on the type of
analysis: 1: Structural analysis and 2: Occupant protection analysis. In the case of occupant
protection analysis, structural details can be avoided. But in the case of structural failure
simulation, maximum possible details are modeled or even sub modeling analysis of a critical
section is recommended. Conservative approach for modeling the components in the main load
path is always advisable. For example large deformation components need to be modeled using
finer mesh pattern and if modeled with shell elements, it is recommended Number of Integration
Points (NIP) to be 5 to maximum 11 [36].
The first stage of a seat structural component modeling is to simplify the CAD geometry.
The majority of the load carrying aircraft seat components are machined and complex in
geometry. The component geometry is a combination of different thicknesses, ribs, 3
dimensional fillets, radii, and chamfers. Simplifying the complex geometry needs good planning.
Before starting the actual modeling, the analyst needs to decide on the average element length,
minimum element length, choice of elements, if a combination of shell and solid elements is the
better option, the number of solid elements on the cross section, minimum diameter of holes in
the geometry to be modeled, etc.
Figure 5.3 shows a seat component section, modeled using a combination of shell and
solid elements. The web is modeled using shell elements and the flanges are modeled using two
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layers of solid elements and the ribs are modeled using solid elements. In the case of a solid and
shell element combination, to maintain rotational

Figure 5.3 Complexity in the Seat Component Modeling.

continuity (since solid elements do not have rotational degree of freedom), it is recommended to
embed one layer of shell into the solid mesh (share nodes) like a ruler jammed into a potato as
shown in Figure 5.3. This one-layer of shell elements is then moved to separate part also called a
collector. In this scenario it is also recommended to consult with the software developer if they
have special commands available to tie the rotational degree of freedom. For example, in the
explicit

solver

LS-DYNA

[34],

for

constraining

rotation

*CONSTRAINED_SHELL_TO_SOLID command can also be used.
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degree

of

freedom

In another case, as shown in Figure 5.4, a sheet metal component is modeled using shell
elements and the circular holes are modeled with an extra washer around the holes. Avoid
triangular elements in the first layer around the hole. It is also recommend that when modeling a
cutout section as shown in Figure 5.5, avoid triangular elements in the first layer around the
cutout section. Triangular elements are constant strain elements and are very stiff which cause
less deformation or displacement and hence stresses may be below than the actual stresses [36].

Figure 5.4 Sample of modeling holes with a washer.

Figure 5.5 Sample of modeling cutout.
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Figure 5.6 Modeling of a bolted joint.
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FE Modeling (or sub-modeling) of a Joint
Most failures in dynamic structural seat tests are observed in the assembly joints. These
joints may be a nut-bolt joint or a screw connection. The top of Figure 6 shows a typical FE
model of a bolted joint, modeled using the more traditional method of rigid elements and
equivalent strength beam elements. This technique lacks the simulation of bearing stresses and
pretensions. By providing actual nut and bolt surfaces, bearing stresses are introduced in the joint
modeling as shown in the bottom of Figure 6, the modified FE model of a bolted joint. This
modeling method also provides better representation of shearing and bending phenomena in the
joint. Instead of modeling bolt threads, nodes on common surfaces of the nuts and bolts are
merged. Appropriate static and dynamic friction factors are defined between the mating bolted
surfaces. In some cases, providing interference contact between nut, bolt head and seat
components simulates the initial pretension. This interference value is about 0.005” [36].
In this proposed FE Methodology, critical bolted joints are modeled (or sub-modeled) as shown
in the Figure 5.6, the modified FE model.

5.1.2 FE Modeling of the Non Structural Seat Components

Seat Cushion FE Modeling
The bottom cushion has a strong influence on the lumbar load performance of an
occupant for a dynamically certified passenger seat - test condition 1 [6, 7]. In this proposed
methodology, the seat cushions are modeled using 3D 8-node solid brick elements as shown in
Figure 5.7. In LS-DYNA Material model 57: Low density Urethane Foam is used to model
compressible foam [34]. This model uses tabulated input data for the load curve – Nominal stress
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versus Nominal strain. Coating of shell elements is provided on the solid FE model cushion
surface for better contact definition [36].

Figure 5.7 Seat cushion modeling.

Aircraft Seat Restraint Modeling
An aircraft passenger seat uses either a 2 point or 3 point restraint system. For the threepoint restraint system a shoulder attachment point is either manually connected or through an
inertia reel with defined amount of payout. A typical three-point restraint modeling is shown in
the Figure 5.8 by using a combination of 1-D “SEATBELT” and 2-D elements. The 2-D
elements are preferred to model with 1-D elements with appropriate thickness for better contact
definition between belt surface and the dummy.
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Slip rings

Shoulder belt
Retractor

Figure 5.8 Seat Inertia Reel Modeling.

The inertia reel is simulated using 2 slip rings and a retractor element. The belt slips out
of 1.5” is allowed in the simulation using the option “PULL” which is the pull-out belt length
value between time delay ending and retractor locking [34]. Figure 5.8 shows the arrangement of
inertia reel mechanism. The retractor allows belt material to be paid out into a belt element and
operates in two phases, unlocks when belt material is paid out or reeled in under constant tension
and it locks when a user defined length value reached [36].

5.1.3 Element Quality Criterion
The displacement and the stress flow in the FE model is a function of the element shapefunction and its order. Reasonable efforts need to be made to create good element shape [36].
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a) Element quality criteria for quadrilateral shell elements
At least 95% of the elements must meet the following parameters:
Aspect ratio

<= 5

Face skew

<= 45°

Face warpage = 10°
Jacobian

>= 0.7

Quad

Min = 45° Max = 135°

Triangular

Min = 20° Max = 120°

5% of the elements may have:
Aspect ratio

<= 10

Face skew

<= 60°

Face warpage = 21°
Jacobian

>=0.5

Triangular elements with 3 nodes are admissible but should not be more than 5% of the
total number of shell elements

b) Element quality criteria for hexahedral brick or wedge elements
At least 95% of the elements must meet the following parameters:
Aspect ratio

<= 5

Face skew

<= 45°

Face warpage <= 10°
Jacobian

>= 0.7

5% of the elements may have:
Aspect ratio

<= 10

Face skew

<= 60°

Face warpage <= 20°
Jacobian

>=0.6
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6 node wedge elements are admissible but should not be more than 5% of the total
number of solid elements. Ideally tetrahedrons are not desirable but for complex geometry, 1%
may be accepted.

5.1.4 Practical Challenges in Structural DFEA
FEA is a well-established design tool for predicting dynamic event in aircraft seat
industries. The FAA is working with aircraft industry to make this as a Certification tool to
reduce the overall aircraft interior cost. In achieving this goal the biggest challenge for an
analyst, is FEA result interpretation and validation with physical test data. Ultimately, the goal is
to satisfactorily answer the question “How well does the FE model simulate the physical
certification test?” Before start discussing the best modeling practices, it is necessary to discuss
the challenges in this technique and also necessary that an analyst should understand their
significance, so that it would help to interpret the results and validate the FE model. These
challenges or limitations are from different areas like FE Modeling, Material behavior,
Manufacturing and Finance. It is also noted that significant experience in software and hardware
of the computational system and experience with the aircraft products is essential.

Modeling limitation
As studied in chapter 3, most of the codes use explicit scheme to solve the dynamic event, in
which run time of the analysis is inversely dependent on the element size (recall equation 3.10).
Lesser the element size costlier is the processing of an analysis.
•

Based on available computational power, the analyst has to compromise with the
geometry modeling small features like fillets, chamfers, small holes etc. In case of not
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modeling the small features the analyst needs to keep in mind the significance not
including the features in the FE model.
•

In case of modeling of a hole in a structural member, on average 6 to 8 elements are used
on the periphery. When reviewing the stresses in such locations the analysis needs to
keep in mind effect of stress concentration because of modeling hole as a hexagon or
octagon. In case of the member in main load path and the member is in tension and
compression, in impact environment the effect will be multiplied.

Material limitation
In energy attenuation seats, components are designed based on the ultimate strength of
the material and can operate in the plastic range of the stress strain curve to absorb the kinetic
energy in a controlled manner. Simulating such seat components need detailed knowledge of
plastic behavior of the material. Significant amount of material testing is necessary to analyze
material behavior in plastic stage, effective plastic strain, flow rules, three-dimensional nature of
stresses development in the component.
Non-structural material in the seating system like belt and cushion are also need to be
tested for their nonlinear behavior. Friction factors in static and dynamic natures for common
seat material, structural and non-structural helps fine-tuning the final results.

Manufacturing limitation
Most of the seat components in the main load path are machined either miller or lathe.
Machining a three-dimensional fillet or similar small features sometimes ends up with a tool
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mark or marks on the component. In case of impact environment and highly stressed area these
small tool marks can be very threatening and may cause failure in the test.

Financial Investment
Substantial amount of investment in needed to get going the “Certification By Analysis”.
This includes software, hard ware and the system specialist. Software includes a strong solver, a
meshing tool (to build a FE model) and a post processor. Most of the solvers have their own
dummy models. Hardware may need multi CPU system; more the number of CPUs faster is the
processing. An approximately, it is around $200,000.00 initial investment to start with.

5.1.5 FE Modeling – Check list [36]
•

Check the seat components for free edges, duplicate elements and connectivity.

•

Check for deviation of the FE seat component model with the CAD geometry.

•

Check the weight and weight distribution of the seat FE component model with
corresponding physical seat component.

•

Check the element quality criteria for each individual FE component to ensure good quality
mesh. (Element quality criteria are provided at the end of this section.)

•

It is recommended to maintain the consistency in the mesh pattern of seat assembly
components. For example, number of elements on a shaft should match with the number of
elements on the bushing, or in a case of modeling an I-Section shape geometry, maintain
equal number of elements on either side of the web.

•

Separate collectors for the null elements are recommended.

•

Model the stiff components using rigid bodies and not by scaling Young’s modulus in the
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component physical properties.
•

Check the center of gravity of the seat system with the actual model.

•

Ballast the seat model using mass elements and counter check final seat FEA weight with
the seat assembly.

•

Provide necessary sections at the floor loads and any important sections wherever output
forces are required to be noted.

•

Clean the final model by deleting empty or junk collectors, groups, properties, material
models, system collectors, sets etc.

•

If desired, renumber the elements, nodes, collectors, groups, properties, material models,
system collectors and sets, etc of the final seat FE model.

•

Record the total number of nodes and elements in the final FE model.

•

Check minimum length of the element and minimum time step for the run.

•

Prepare for the final FE run.

5.2 Boundary Conditions

The next stage in the proposed methodology is to apply boundary conditions to the FE
model. Boundary conditions are divided into contact definitions, constraints, prescribed motion
and body force loads.

5.2.1 Contact Definitions
Contacts are defined between the seat components, between the seat pan and the cushions
and between the cushions and the dummy model. In general, the interface comprises of triangular
and quadrilateral element segments. One side of the interface is designated as a slave side and
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other as a master side. Nodes lying on these surfaces are referred as slave and master nodes. In
the recent versions of explicit software, automatic contact definitions are most commonly used.
In this approach, the slave and master surfaces are generated internally within the part
components [36].
Three distinct methods, the kinematic constraint method, the penalty method, and the
distributed parameter method have been implemented for handling sliding and impact along the
interface contact. In the penalty-based method, the contact force on a node is equal to penetration
distance multiplied by material stiffness.

Contact options observed in LSDYNA
•

Segment-based projection – This type of contacts is easy and fast but less accurate.
o AUTOMATIC_GENERAL
o AUTOMATIC_NODES_TO_SURFACE
o AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE
o AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE
Single Surface Contacts with AUTOMATIC_GENERAL option are preferred in case of

multiple surfaces, node-to-surface, edge and beam contact, and random normal orientation.
AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE contact with supplement by SINGLE EDGE, are
recommended to handle edge contacts.

•

Nodal-normal projection – This type of contact needs well-defined geometry like defined

slave and master surfaces or planes. They are time consuming but more accurate.
o SINGLE_SURFACE
o SURFACE_TO_SURFACE
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o NODES_TO_SURFACE
When proper surfaces are defined with consistent normal orientations, surface-to-surface contact
is the most commonly used contact type.
Recommendations while using contact options in different scenarios in LSDYNA [36]
•

Static and dynamic coefficients, (FS and FD respectively) are based on a coulomb

formulation. The Decay Coefficient (DC) must be non-zero. In most of the crash scenarios static
and dynamic coefficients are set to the same value to avoid additional noise. These values can be
selected from any standard handbooks, such as Mark’s Handbook [37].
•

It is advisable to turn off the penetration check (PENCHK -> 0) and check the penetration

warnings.
•

SOFT – The soft constraint is necessary, if the contact material constants have a wide

variation in the elastic bulk moduli. This option is preferred in case of soft foam interact with
seat metallic surface or occupant.
•

Segment based contact SURFACE_TO_SURFACE with soft option 2 is recommended for

the dummy and cushions.
•

Birth time and Death time – define birth time and death time in the contact cards wherever

desired to save computational time.
•

In case of SURFACE_TO_SURFACE and NODE_TO_SURFACE, It is recommended to

use option “shell thickness” (SHLTHK) = 1 (shell thickness is considered for flexible bodies and
ignored for rigid bodies).
•

It is also wise to use option “automatic reorientation for contact segments” ORIEN = 2

(always orient normal).
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5.2.2 Constraints and Loads
Setting the constrained acceleration components to zero imposes translation and
rotational boundary conditions either globally or locally. Body force loads (Load Z) is applied to
entire model to simulate gravitational loads. Acceleration or deceleration is measured on the test
fixture or on the sled near the seat position [28] and is simulated by using the prescribed
acceleration boundary condition or initial velocity condition.
•

SPC
For rigid bodies Single Point Constraint (SPC) can be applied (globally or locally)

through the material card (MAT), and for the deformable bodies through constraints.

•

Prescribed Boundary Conditions

Prescribed Displacement and Velocity
In LSDYNA, for rigid bodies, prescribed displacement can be applied through card
*BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_RIGID where translation or rotational is applied
globally or locally and rotation is always about Center of Mass (CM).
In case of deformable bodies prescribed displacement like translation is applied globally through
the constraints and the card is *BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_NODE/SET
Prescribed acceleration:
In LSDYNA, prescribed acceleration cannot be applied to the rigid bodies and in the case
of non rigid bodies, it can be applied globally through constraints and the card is
*BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_NODE/SET
Once the FE Modeling of structural and non structural component is done the entire
seating system is positioned on the pitch and roll fixture which is fixed on the sled as shown in
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the figure 5.1 earlier this chapter. Sled is vertically constrained by using SPCs. Boundary
Prescribed acceleration was applied on the sled as per the regulation XX.562.

5.3 Output Discussion

5.3.1 Database Definition
The database definitions are incorporated in the deck for time interval of 0.001 sec to
generate the plot files or graphics files and a time interval of 0.0001 sec to generate the occupant
output data, floor load data and belt load data. The SAE document J211/1 [38] can be referred
for the test instrumentation information. LS-DYNA also tracks the displacement reaction forces
for each type of constraint and provides this information in the output if requested. The following
are the commonly used ASCII database files in LSDYNA [34, 35].

•

GLSTAT: Global energies

•

MATSUM: Material energies

•

SLEOUT: Sliding interface energies

•

RCFORC: Resultant force

•

RBDOUT: Rigid body data

•

NODOUT: Node data

•

ELOUT: Element data

•

RWFORC: Wall force

•

SBTOUT: Seat belt data

•

JNTFORC: Joint force data

•

SECFORC: Section data

•

SPCFORC: SPC reaction force
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5.3.2 Post Processing
The output database for each time step helps the analyst to keep a close watch on the
accuracy of the solution throughout the time cycle. If the analyst finds an error in the analysis,
while reviewing the initial results, he/she can stop the run, make the necessary changes and rerun
the analysis.
At the end of the solution, it may be necessary to filter the output data as it may contain
high frequency noise for a particular node or nodes. SAE J211/1 [38] has also defined a set of
channel frequency classes (CFC) applicable to the impact scenarios.
Time step, initial penetration, mass increase, energy balance and hourglassing are the
major issues related to the accuracy in the solution.

Time Step
The LSDYNA explicit solver is based on central difference method of direct integration
where the equation of motion is evaluated at particular time step [35]. This method is
conditionally stable, which means the critical time step should not be exceeded for the system to
be stable. If it is too large for a given element size, L (minimum element length in the entire FE
model), the method fails and if it is smaller than the stability limit requires, the solution time
becomes very expensive, thereby losing the effectiveness of the method (recall section 3.2).
Most aircraft seat structures are manufactured from aluminum and steel. The speed of
sound in steel and aluminum is approximately 5000 m/sec, therefore, for a given seat FE model,
if the minimum of an element length in the entire FE model is 5mm, the computed time step size
would be approximately 1e-6 seconds. For the stability reasons, it is also recommended that the
time step scale factor is set to a value of 0.9 for most common applications. In case of high rate
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sensitive materials like foam modeling the sale factor is lowered to 0.67.

Mass Increase
Ideally in the dynamic FE Analysis, mass scaling should be avoided but it can be wisely
used for the effective Central Processing Unit (CPU) use. In such cases, recommended overall
mass scaling should not be more than 5% mass of the seating system. It is also recommended
that mass scaling in the individual components should be less than 5 % mass of the seating
system. This value should be lower for critical seat components whereas accepted up to 10% for
the non-critical seat components.
In LSDYNA, mass scaling can be done globally using command “DT2MS”, the Time
step size for mass scaled solution. Positive “DT2MS” values are used for quasi-static analysis or
time history analysis. The negative, “DT2MS” value is the minimum time step size permitted for
given FE run. Command “ENDMAS” is used for termination of the calculation, if the percentage
change in the total mass exceeds.

Initial Penetrations
Initial penetrations occur because of improper contact definitions may result in numerical
problems or incorrect results. The best way to remove the initial penetrations is to model all shell
meshes on the mid surface. When modeling in LSDYNA, if the FE meshes are not on the midsurfaces, using Scale Factor on the Slave Surface Thickness (SFST) and on the Master Surface
Thickness (SFMT) the contact card initial penetration can be avoided. At the end of the analysis,
there should not be any warnings because of initial penetration unless it is purposely modeled. It
is also recommended not to turn off the penetration check option in the contact card definition
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and go through the warnings.
Database file “rcforce”, the resultant interface force file stores information about the
contact forces which can also provides information for initial penetration. Plotting the
displacement contours at the zero time step period will help identifying initial penetrations in the
FE model.

Energy Balance
After completion of an analysis, it is recommended to look into the overall energy
balance. That allows to analyze the overall response of the system for given inputs and hence
understanding the accuracy of the solution. In ideal condition, energy ratio is equal to 1.0.
For most of the impact problems, there will be initial kinetic energy and no external work
at time t=0.0. As the simulation advanced the Kinetic energy will decrease, the Internal energy
will increase and the total energy of the system should always remain Constant. If the total
energy plot shows a very big jump then the model has an error and you must check the definition
of contacts. The momentum printout also shows whether the bodies after hitting are going in the
right direction. Always ensure that parts are going in the right direction with right velocities at
the right time.
In LSDYNA, the total energy is reported in GLSTAT file. This file contains total or
global energies like
o

Internal energy (IE)

o

Kinetic energy (KE)

o

Contact (sliding) energy (SE)

o

Hourglass energy (HE)

o

System damping energy

o

Rigid wall energy
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The energy values are also written for individual parts in MATSUM file.

Hourglass Energy
Linear elements with reduced integration points are significantly more efficient than the
full integration or 2nd order element formulation but they are also very sensitive to variations in
element shape and susceptible to zero energy modes also called hourglassing. If hourglassing is
not taken care of, it can significantly affect the results.
Hourglass energy in individual components is determined by plotting the material
energies from the “matsum” file. It is recommend that for critical seat components HE is less
than 5% of the IE where as accepted up to 10% of the IE for a non critical seat components.
Hourglassing may be caused by coarse mesh or poor element quality. Inappropriate contact
definition like poor slave and master surface definition, incorrect modeling definition and poor
boundary conditions may also result in high hourglassing energies. Refining the mesh, improving
the mesh quality, and using full integration elements hourglassing effect can be reduced.
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CHAPTER 6
MATERIAL TESTING AND COMPONENT VALIDATION

In an energy attenuation seating system, the seat components are designed in the plastic
range to absorb the kinetic energy in the dynamic event. Hence it is essential to understand the
physical properties of the materials such as modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, and behavior in
the plastic range. Because of the dynamics of impact, it is also important to understand the
behavior of material when tested at higher speeds. In this study physical tests were carried out on
the most commonly used metallic materials such as aluminum (Al 2024, Al 6061, Al 7075), steel
(AISI 4130, AISI 4340) as per ASTM-08 [40] and nonmetallic materials such as low density
foams and appropriate properties were extracted and provided to the FE model. High speed tests
were carried out on low density foams at 30 in/sec and compared with the static test results.
Fastener’s physical properties such as yield stress and ultimate stress were referred and provided
to the FE model from the manufacture’s catalogue.
Component validations for these test methods were carried out to evaluate material model
and element formulation using LSDYNA code. The same FE model of test methods was also
utilized to study the effect of variables like element length, time step scale factors etc.

6.1 Material Testing and Material Model Validation

6.1.1 Aluminum and steel
Aluminum is the most widely used material for aircraft seat structures because of its high
strength to weight ratio and good machinability. MMPDS - 03 [39] provides physical properties
of metallic materials and are accepted by government and industry. For this study, the true
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stress–strain data for aluminum (Al 2024, Al 6061, Al 7075), steel (AISI 4130, AISI 4340) were
generated by conducting static tensile tests per ASTM E8-03 [40] at room temperature and dry
conditions. The true stress-strain data were generated using the engineering stress-strain data, up
to the initiation of necking in the specimens, and are provided to the FE model components.
Figure 6.1 shows the test specimen geometry as per the ASTM E8-03. For this purpose 4 test
specimens were tested and average properties were calculated for this study.

Test Equipment and Procedure:
The tensile tests were conducted using a 55kip MTS servo hydraulic testing machine. The
specimens were gripped using hydraulic grip wedges and the test was then conducted under
controlled stroke. The test rate was 0.05 in/min. The test control and data acquisition was
accomplished using MTS Basic Testware test control software. The load, displacement data was
collected at a frequency of 2Hz. The strain measurement was accomplished using micromeasurements EP-08-250BG-120 strain gages mounted on the surface of the specimen, one
along the longitudinal direction and the other along the transverse direction.
Where the nominal dimensions (in inches) for the aluminum and steel specimens are as
follows

Figure 6.1 Test Specimen geometry as per ASTM E8-03 [40].
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Where L = 8.0, A = 3.0, B = 2.0 ,C = 0.75, W = 0.50, T = 0.25 ,R = 0.50

From the available test data, engineering stress-strain values were derived and these
values then converted to true stress strain using following equation and tabulated. Figure 6.2
shows comparison of Engineering stress strain and True stress strain for the material AL 2024.

Where

TrueStrain = ε = ln(1 + e)

[ 6.1]

TrueStress = s = σ (1 + e)

[6.2]

and are the engineering stress and strain
s and are true stress and strain.
The test data was also used to determine the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, ultimate

strength and failure stress. These values are tabulated in Table 6.1. Fracture stresses and strains
were treated at the necking point in this study. Once the necking begins, the true stress is no
longer equal to the effective stress. The reason for this is the triaxial stress state that develops in
the neck whereas, prior to necking, a uniaxial stress existed. [42].
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Figure 6.2 Engineering Stress-Strain and True Stress-Strain diagrams for Aluminum ( AL 2024 T3).
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Table 6.1. Mechanical properties of AL 2024 T3.

P

P

σ

σ

ultimate

fracture

ultimate

fracture

T ave

lbf

lbf

ksi

ksi

Msi

0.4938

0.2507

8624.21

8408.30

69.67

67.93

2024-2

0.4973

0.2502

8667.91

8388.65

69.67

2024-3

0.4983

0.2503

8706.52

8450.79

2024-4

0.4977

0.2503

8704.44

SPECIMEN
I.D

WIDTH
(inches)

THICKNESS (inches)

W ave
2024-1
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Average
Standard deviation
% Coefficient of
Variation

ν

εULT

10.49

0.336

0.1319

67.42

10.44

0.338

0.1305

69.79

67.74

10.54

0.339

0.1376

8485.53

69.88

68.12

10.03

0.324

0.1330

8705.5

8468.2

69.84

67.93

10.285

0.332

0.1353

1.5

24.6

0.061

0.27

0.361

0.011

0.0033

0.0

0.3

0.087

0.39

3.506

3.200

2.4041
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Figure 6.3 Engineering Stress-Strain and True Stress-Strain diagrams for Aluminum ( AL 7075 T6).
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Table 6.2. Mechanical properties of AL 7075 T6

P

P

σ

σ

ultimate

fracture

ultimate

fracture

T ave

lbf

lbf

ksi

ksi

Msi

0.2529

0.4988

10486.87

10446.51

83.13

82.81

7075-2

0.2533

0.4973

7075-3

0.2537

0.4993

10601.27

10541.66

83.70

7075-4

0.2537

0.4993

10616.72

10418.11

Average

10568.3

Standard deviation
% Coefficient of Variation

WIDTH
(inches)

THICKNESS (inches)

W ave
7075-1

SPECIMEN I.D

ν

εULT

10.36

0.290

**

83.23

10.154

0.328

10.45

83.81

82.24

10.163

0.336

9.61

10468.8

83.55

82.76

10.226

0.318

10.03

70.9

64.7

0.368

0.49

0.116

0.025

0.594

0.7

0.6

0.440
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Material Model Evaluation:
The Finite Element Analysis was carried out using LSDYNA to simulate the tensile test.
The FE model was prepared using four node shell elements and with reduced integration
formulation. Figure 6.4 shows FE model of the test specimen fine meshed in the center part of
the to make sure adequate accuracy in the analysis. The analysis was performed using material
model 24 (piecewise linear plasticity), the most commonly used material model to represent
elastic and plastic behavior of the ductile materials. Average true stress-strain curve extracted
from test aluminum material (AL 2024 T3) was provided to the FE model.

Figure 6.4 FE Model of test specimen - AL 2024.

The specimen was held firm (constrained in all translation and rotational degree of
freedom) and pull force was applied on the other end using a cosine loading curve. An implicit
analysis was carried out on the FE model to verify the load deflection curve. During the analysis
the energy ratio and balance were verified and plotted as Figure 6.5 and 6.6 to make sure
accuracy of the analysis and was observed in well in the limit.
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Energy , lb-in
Energy ratio

Figure 6.5 Energy balance in the FE Model for the test - AL 2024.

Figure 6.6 Energy ratio in the FE analysis for the test - AL 2024.

Once the accuracy of the model was ensured, stresses and plastic strains in the
components were checked. Figure 6.7 shown plastic strains (11.76 %) before the failure of the
component. The load-deflection curve was extracted and a stress-strain curve was derived.
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Figure 6.8 shows comparison of input stress-strain curve fed to the material model in the FE
analysis and output stress-strain curve after the analysis. It was found that the output curve was
within 5 % of the input curve and this established good confidence in the FE model.

Figure 6.7 Plastic Strain at the failure.
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Figure 6.8 Material Model Evaluation Input – Output Curves.
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0.14

It is also recommended that, to start with MMPDS – 03 [39] provides mechanical
properties including engineering stress-strain curve data for aluminum, steel and other material
series in aerospace application. For example Figure 6.9 shows engineering stress-strain diagram
for Al-2024 T3.

Figure 6.9 Engineering Stress-Strain curve for Al-2024 T3.
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6.1.1.1 Strain rate effect

Higher strain rates were observed in the dynamic loading condition. In case of sheet
metal components such as automotive crash, this effect is more predominant. In case of aircraft
seats most of the components in the seating are manufactured from the machined aluminum and
aluminum alloys are low rate sensitive as compared to steel.
For this study it was assumed that the differences in the stress-strain curves at different
test speeds were not significant in case of aluminum. Hence material properties true stress strain
curves derived from the material test were used for aluminum and steels. Also, to support the
statement that aluminum was low strain rate sensitive, an attempt was made to find out the strain
rate in the FE analysis on down test (test condition 1). In this example stresses and plastic strains
in the seat pan were studied and strain rate was derived.
The seat pan is one of the critical sheet metal components in the seat main structure for
test condition 1 typically manufactured from material Al-2024. Figure 6.10 and 6.11 show the
Von Mises stresses and plastic strain at the peak loading. Figure 6.12 shows the effective plastic
strain in the seat pan throughout the analysis where maximum plastic strain was found 6.4%.
Strain rates were derived and plotted in the Figure 6.13, the maximum strain rate was observed to
be 4.7 /sec.
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Figure 6.10 Von Mises stresses in the seat pan at peak load.

Figure 6.11 Plastic strains in the seat pan at peak load.
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Plastic Strain
Plastic Strain rate, /Sec

Figure 6.12 Effective Plastic Strain in the Seat Pan.

Figure 6.13 Strain rate ( /Sec) in the Seat Pan.
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6.1.2 Foam
Seat bottom cushion is the most crucial components in the seat loading path for test
condition 1 (refer Table 2.1 in chapter 2) or also know as down test. This test condition evaluates
spinal injury or lumbar load for vertical emergency landing condition. Hence the occupant
lumbar load is mainly depends on the stiffness of seat and foam material. In aircraft industry
polyurethane foam DAX is very popular for seat cushion.
In another scenario seat cushions deteriorate with time and usage and need to be replaced.
FAR XX.562 [6,7] demands physical test (Test condition 1), in case of any changes in cushion
geometry or physical properties.
In this study foam materials DAX were tested at high speed to extract the load
deformation properties and provided to the FE model. Quasi static foam properties were studied
from the AGATE report, C-GEN-3433B-1 (REV N/C) [43] and Seat Cushion Replacement
Program the FAA report, DOT/FAA/AR-00-xx, 2003 [44].

Test Equipment and Procedure:
The component tests were performed in the Wichita State University Composites
Laboratory using a 220-kip MTS load frame equipped with a 110-kip servo-hydraulic actuator
and instrumented with two load cells, a conventional 150-kip strain gage type load cell and a 10kip piezoelectric load cell as shown in Figure 6.14. Load-deflection curves were derived at
relatively high loading rates of 30 in/sec as shown in Figure 6.15 MTS Servo Hydraulic machine.
Nominal stress-strain curve was obtained from the load deflection curve and used for the
proposed methodology. The test fixture and methodology for the cushion component tests were
adapted from the Indentation Force Deflection (IFD) method described in ASTM D3574-03 [41].
A rectangular DAX Cushion (18.5in X 19in and 4in) was utilized for the test purpose.
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Figure 6.14 MTS Servo Machine.
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Figure 6.15 Loading Curve (Displacement Vs Time).
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Test Output:
Following results for DAX foam were extracted from the high speed test. Figure 6.16 and
6.17 shows load-deflection and nominal stress-strain curves for foam model DAX55.
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Figure 6.16 Load Deflection Curve for Dax 55 Foam.
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Figure 6.17 Nominal Stress-Strain Curve for Dax 55 Foam.
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Figure 6.18 and 6.19 shows load-deflection and nominal stress-strain curves for foam model
DAX26.
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Figure 6.18 Load Deflection Curve for Dax 26 Foam.
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Figure 6.19 Nominal Stress-Strain Curve for Dax 26 Foam.
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Material Model Validation:
The FE model of the component test consists of a passenger seat cushion with dimensions
18 in x 19 in x 4 in, supported by a rigid seat pan as shown in Figure 6.20. A vertical cylinder of
8 in diameter is modeled on the top of the cushion to simulate vertical force (prescribed
displacement motion was applied on the cylinder). Surface to surface contact is defined in
between seat pan and cushion bottom surface. Single surface contact is defined between cushion
and cylinder. Nominal Stress strain curve derived earlier from the test data was provided to the
foam material model. Other FE parameters such as mesh density and time step were also
provided appropriately. The Following material models were utilized to simulate foam test

•

MAT 57

•

MAT 83

Rigid Pan

Seat Cushion

Rigid Cylinder

Figure 6.20 Material Model Evaluation for Low density Foam

The vertical force (N) on the cushion bottom (seat pan and cushion contact force) and
simulation run time was recorded. LSDYNA explicit code is used to simulate the component
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test. Conclusions were made based on minimum run time and maximum vertical force. The force
on the seat pan was calculated and compared with input load-deflection curve. It was found that
the input and out put curves for both material models were within 5% of the measured force for
cushion strain values at 25, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90% as shown in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21 Comparison of test and FEA results for low density foam.

In this DFEA methodology, to evaluate lumbar load in case of “Test condition 1”,
nominal stress-strain curves for DAX foam were extracted using 30 in/sec high speed foam test.
Further study had been carried out using the validated material model to analyze the
effect of foam thicknesses and other FE related variables such as effect of time step scale factor,
element length on the loading of the foam.
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The validated FE model was modified to 2 inch foam thickness while keeping the same
loading rate of 30 in/sec, load-deflection and stress-strain curves were extracted. Comparison of
4 inch thick and 2 inch thick DAX 55 foam shows close relation of the stress-strain curve as
shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22 Effect of variation of thickness on stress-strain curves for low density foam.

For the stability in the FE analysis the default time step scale factor of 0.9 is suggested in
LSDYNA. In case of rate sensitive material such as foam this factor can be lowered and it is
recommend that to be 0.67 [34]. A comparison study was carried out on the same validated FE
foam model using different time step scale factors. Figure 6.23 shows comparison of time step
scale factor of 0.9 and 0.67 with the test results. It can be seen that in case of time step scale
factor 0.67 loading curve matches closely to the test results and than in case of time step scale
factor of 0.9.
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Figure 6.23 Effect of time step scale factor of the foam loading.

In the next case similar study was carried out to verify the effect of element length on the
foam loading. By keeping the entire input same, element lengths were varied such as 12.5mm,
6.25mm and 4.16mm and analysis were carried out. Figure 6.24 shows the effect of different
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element length on foam loading.
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Figure 6.24 Effect of element length on the foam loading
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Test

6.1.3 Restraint
Force versus elongation curves for the most commonly used seat belt materials like
polyester (for elongation levels 5%, 6.5% and 8%) were derived from the static pull test data
from an established belt manufacturer. Force versus Engineering strain relation were derived
from the test data and provided to the FE Model. The elongation characteristic of the polyester
webbing is tested per SAE AS 8043, paragraph 7.3 (as required by TSO-C114) at 2500 lbs. In
the typical test setup for restraint testing, where the belt is held in between two jaws and the pull
force is applied and elongation were recorded.

Material Model Validation:
The Finite Element Analysis was carried out using LSDYNA Implicit code [35] to
simulate the pull test on 38.1” long and 2” wide polyester webbing. The FE model was prepared
using a combination of 1-D “SEATBELT” and 2-D elements as shown in Figure 6.25. The 2-D
elements are preferred to model with 1-D elements with appropriate stiffness for better contact
definition between belt surface and the dummy. Force versus engineering strain curve and other
physical properties were provided to the FE model appropriately.

Figure 6.25 Material Model Evaluations for Restraint
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Force elongation curve was obtained after the FE Analysis and was compared with the Input
data. The FEA output force – elongation curve shows 5% within the range of test curve as shown
in Figure 6.26 and hence establishing good confidence in the FE model.

Figure 6.26 Material Model Evaluation – Comparison of Test and FEA results

6.2 E-ATD Validation

Existing ATD specifications and calibration tests do not directly evaluate the dummy’s
response to all of the loading conditions that can occur during aircraft seat dynamic tests. To
ensure that analytical dummy models (ADM) adequately emulate physical dummies when
subjected to these unique loading conditions, comparisons with results of representative full
scale sled tests are needed. At present SAE seat committee is working on E-ATD validation
program in coordination with the FAA.
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The test parameters are designed to produce the range of ATD articulation, force
application points and force magnitudes that are typical of those observed during tests of actual
forward facing aircraft seats. To minimize as many variables as possible, a rigid seat and
restraint systems with rigid fixtures are used. Based on the following factors biofidelity of the eATD is evaluated
•

Kinematic

•

Dynamic compliance -

•

Injury measures – Injury criteria measured from dummy must match with the values
experienced by human in a similar situation.

•

Repeatability

•

Reproducibility

•

Durability

•

Calibration standards

The e-ATD should meet the specifications cited in 49 CFR, Part 572 [13]. These
specifications provide geometry and mass distribution parameters, the location of joints and their
range of articulation, length, mass and center of gravity for each segment, assembled dimensions,
and general external shape. The characteristics of the ADM shall fall within the dimensional and
mass tolerance range cited in the specifications. Cited dimensions without a specified tolerance
shall fall within ± 0.1 inches of the nominal value.
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CHAPTER 7
VALIDATION – 14 CFR PART 23 AND 25 IN ACCORDANCE WITH AC 20-146

7.1 Occupant Positioning and Initial Conditions

Occupant kinematics were given the highest priority since they are directly related to
head strike potential, and are the product of the forces and accelerations measured. Once the
Finite Element Model of the entire seating system was modeled, place the dummy in the seating
position close to the seat bottom cushion and the back cushion. Occupant back angle is adjusted
as per the seat back design. Occupant knee angle and hands are positioned as per the seat
geometry. SAE AS-8049 describes procedure for dummy positioning (shown in Figure 7.1)
[28].

Figure 7.1 Positioning of the dummy model in accordance with AS8049.
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In this study, the dummy was positioned in the static equilibrium position that most
closely matches the pre-test position of the physical dummy. Contact was defined in between the
dummy and the cushion with initial deflection or penetration in the cushion to adjust the CG
location downward. This also required engineering judgment since numerical dummy
dimensions typically vary somewhat from the physical dummy.
Once the positioning of the dummy was accomplished, 3-point restraint systems of
polyester webbing and inertia reel system was modeled as discussed earlier using combination of
1D and 2D elements. A surface-to-surface contact was built between the belt webbing and the
dummy torso and pelvis. At this stage the seat was ready to install onto the pitch and roll fixture
which is mounted on the sled.
Roll Line
Pitch Line
Roll leg top plate
Bottom support
Pitch leg top plate
Bottom support

Sled
Figure 7.2 Pitch and roll fixture.

The seat static deformation also known as pitch and roll (in case of test condition 2) was
achieved dynamically at the same time with acceleration pulse. A pitch and roll fixture was
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developed as shown in Figure 7.2. The seat was mounted on the fixture matching the rear foot
fitting to the axis of pitch line. The fixture supports were designed to apply 10 degrees of pitch
deformation and roll. In this case, extra precautions were taken so that no extra noise would be
added in the dynamic event and this was achieved by using softer support material. The roll and
pitch deformation of the seat legs were achieved before the sled peak pulse was accomplished.
The database definitions are incorporated in the deck for time interval of 0.001 sec or 1
KHz to generate the plot files or graphics files and a time interval of 0.0001 sec or 10 KHz to
generate the occupant output data, floor load data and belt load data. Floor load data was
received through defining sections underneath of the seat fittings. The SAE document J211/1
[38] can be referred to for the test instrumentation information. All data was generated for 300
milliseconds.

7.2 Validation Matrix

Validation matrix was prepared as per the guidelines provided in AC 20-146 [ 4 ] as shown
in Table 7.1. It consists of peak interface loads, belt loads, occupant compliance criteria such as
lumbar load, HIC, head path, etc. Validations of the test and DFEA results were evaluated based
on percent magnitude error ( also called as relative error) and percentage shape error and
calculated as follows

Magnitude Error = [Magnitude (DFEA) – Magnitude (Test)] / [ Magnitude (Test) ]
Shape Error = [Time (DFEA) – Time (Test)] / [ Time (Test) ]

Where Magnitude and Time were at the peak loads.
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Table 7.1. Validation Matrix.
Items
Nos

Loads at peak
Magnitude and Time

Results
Units

FEA

Test

Comparison

Compliance
%
Limit
Magnitude

Remarks

%
Phase

Test Condition 1- Combined Vertical / Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition
1
2a
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2b

3a
3b
4a
4b

Sled peak deceleration
Floor reactions
Maximum tension
Time
Maximum compression
Time
Belt loads
Shoulder
Time
Lap
Time
Lumbar load
Time
Lumbar moment
Time

g's

15

Lbs
Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs-inch
Seconds

1750

1500

121

Part 23

Table 7.1. Validation Matrix (Continued)
Items
Sr.
Nos

Results

Loads at peak
Magnitude and Time

Units

FEA

Test

Comparison

Compliance
%
Limit
Magnitude

Remarks

%
Phase

Test Condition 2 - Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition
1
2
2a
2b
122
3
3a
3b
4
5
6
7

Sled peak deceleration
Floor reactions
Maximum tension
Time
Maximum
compression
Time
Belt loads
Shoulder
Time
Lap
Time
Head Trajectory
Head Acceleration
Backrest Deformations
Seat Pan Angle

g's

16

Lbs
Lbs

lbs

1750

lbs
inch
g's
inch
degree

1000
20

122

Part 25

7.3 Case Studies

7.3.1 Test Condition 1 - 15g side facing passenger seat – Part 23
First case study was carried out on a side facing seat of a business jet passenger aircraft
Part 23 [6]. The test was Test Condition 1- Combined Vertical / Longitudinal velocity change
dynamic test condition also known as down test to evaluate occupant lumbar load. The test
details are specified in Table 2.1.
Figure 7.3 shows the pre-test or setup for the test and DFEA in which seat is mounted aft
of the cabinetry. For test purposes, the aft panel of the cabinetry was only mounted on the sled.
The seat was bolted on 600 pitched fixture. The seat cushions were installed on the seat bottom
and seat back using Velcro. The ATD was positioned in the normal condition using strings and a
3 points restraint system. Still photos from at least four positions around the seat were taken to
document pre-test installation. All the required (data channel as per the Table 7.1) and its
corresponding filter channel class for the test conditions were verified.
FE modeling of the seat structure was achieved stepwise described earlier in the chapter 5
and 6. A 50th percentile hybrid II dummy was used to simulate the ATD and was developed by
First Technology Safety System FTSS [45]. The foam was modeled using hexahedron solid
elements and the nominal stress-strain properties were provided from the 30 in/sec high speed
test results as discussed in chapter 6. The FE model of the seat was developed contained
approximately 300,000 degrees of freedom including 70,000 nodes and 60,000 elements.
In the FE model a similar setup to the test setup was achieved as shown in Figure 7.3. FE
dummy was positioned in the normal condition using the pre-test installation still photos. Finally
the exact test acceleration pulse was given on the sled in the deck as shown in Figure 7.4. During
the analysis time step, energy ratio and energy balance were verified.
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600 fixture
Sled

DFEA Setup

Test Setup

Figure 7.3 Test and DFEA Setup for Case Study 1.
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Figure 7.4. Comparison of Test and DFEA Sled Pulse.
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0.3

Figure 7.5. Comparison of Test and DFEA occupant positions.
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7.3.1.1 FE Output analysis and result validation
Once the FE analysis was completed, occupant kinematics ( as shown in Figure 7.5),
energy ratio and overall % mass increase were verified using global energy files for the
simulation accuracy purpose and plotted as shown in Figure 7.6 and 7.7 and was observed within
the limit.

Figure 7.6. Energy ratio – DFEA Case Study 1.

Figure 7.7. % Mass increase – DFEA Case Study 1.
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In this case, energy due to the sled acceleration was transferred into the kinetic energy,
Internal energy, hourglass energy and sliding energy of the system and hence the energy
equation becomes
Total energy = Internal Energy + Kinetic Energy + Hourglass Energy + Sliding Energy
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 shows the energy graphs throughout the impact and sum of all the energies
and it matches with the total energy (as shown in Figure 7.10) in the system.

Figure 7.8 Energy graph – DFEA Case Study 1.

Figure 7.9 Sum of all the energies – DFEA Case Study 1.
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Figure 7.10 Total energy graph in the system – DFEA Case Study 1.

Hourglassing energies in the individual components were also verified and found within in the
limit. Figure 7.11 shows overall internal energy and hourglassing energy in the system.
Hourglass energy was less than 10% of the total internal energy.

Figure 7.11. Internal energy and hourglass energy in the system – DFEA Case Study 1.
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Once the accuracy in the model was ensured and good confidence was developed,
interface loads, belt loads and lumbar loads were verified. Close observation were made on the
maximum reaction load of the seats and plotted below in Figures 7.12 and 7.13 with the test
loads.
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Figure 7.12. Comparison of Test and DFEA Interface load – DFEA Case Study 1.
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Figure 7.13. Comparison of Test and DFEA Interface load – DFEA Case Study 1.
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Comparison of the lumbar load and moment were studied and plotted below in Figures
7.14 and 7.15 with the test results. In this case the occupant was purposely on the corner of the
seat and hence most of the load was dumped in the same corner.
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Figure 7.14 Comparison of Test and FEA Lumbar load - DFEA Case Study 1.
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Figure 7.15 Comparison of Test and FEA Lumbar moment - DFEA Case Study 1.
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At the end of the pulse, it was found that occupant head was slightly tapping on the
cabinetry panel and hence head acceleration was verified and compared with the test results as
shown in Figure 7.16
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Figure 7.16 Comparison of Test and FEA Head acceleration - DFEA Case Study 1.

Most of the side facing seats, test condition 2, have issues related to the neck injuries and
pelvis or chest deflection. At this stage most of the seat companies substantiate these with the
existing seat data. In case of DFEA these information can be available and can give us close
information. Figure 7.17 shows neck injury and 7.18 shows chest deflection of the occupant at
the present seat conditions.
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Chest Deflection, in

Figure 7.17 Neck Injury - DFEA Case Study 1.

Figure 7.18 Chest Deflection - DFEA Case Study 1.
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The same DFEA simulation deck was used to find out response of foam data available
from the quasi static testing. The required nominal stress-strain data for DAX foam cushion was
referred from the FAA report “Seat Cushion Replacement Program” [44].

Figure 7.19 Quasi-static load deflection curve for DAX 55 foam [44].

Figure 7.20 Quasi-static load deflection curve for DAX 26 foam [44].
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Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show load-deflection curve for DAX 55 and DAX 26 foam [44]
using quasi-static test method. The nominal stress-strain curve for these quasi-static foams were
extracted from the load-deflection curves as shown in Figures 7.18 and 7.19 and provided to the
DFEA analysis. After reviewing energy balance, interface loads and lumbar loads were verified.
From Figure 7.21, the maximum lumbar load was 1996 lbs which was 880 lbs off than
the test lumbar load 1116 lbs. From the same analysis lumbar moment and peak interface load
was verified (as shown in Figure 7.22 and 7.23 respectively) and were observed more than the
test results).
Based on the high-speed test data and quasi-static test data analysis, it was concluded that
the DAX foam are sensitive to the speed and high speed data such as nominal stress-strain curve
is essential when simulating the foam response.
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Figure 7.21 Lumbar load - DFEA Case Study 1.
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Figure 7.22 Lumbar moment - DFEA Case Study 1.
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Figure 7.23 Interface load - DFEA Case Study 1.
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After studying the foam response under quasi-static and high speed test conditions, it was
decided that to verify the relative velocity in between the pelvis and seat pan. Figure 7.24 shows
relative velocity in between the pelvis and the seat pan in the DFEA where nominal stress-strain
curve extracted from high speed test was used and the maximum difference between the pelvis
and the seat pan was almost 50 in/sec. This velocity may vary for different foam and different
acceleration (g’s).

Pelvis

Seat pan

Figure 7.24 Relative Velocity of the pelvis and seat pan - DFEA Case Study 1.
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7.3.2 Test Condition 2 -16g forward facing business jet passenger seat – Part 25

Second case study was carried out on a forward facing seat of a business jet passenger
aircraft Part 25 [7]. The test was Test Condition 2- Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test
condition also known as forward seat test to evaluate structural integrity and occupant safety.
The test details are specified in Table 2.1. In this case DFEA was used as a design tool and
carried out before the physical test.
FE Modeling of the seat structure was achieved stepwise described earlier in the Chapters
5 and 6. A 50th percentile hybrid III rigid FE dummy was used to simulate the ATD. The FE
model of the seating system as shown in Figure 7.25 was developed contained approximately
500,000 degrees of freedom including 140,000 nodes and 100,000 elements. FE dummy was
positioned in the equilibrium condition on the seat. A pulse of 16.8g was applied on the sled to
evaluate the response of the system as shown in Figure 7.26. During the analysis the, time step,
energy ratio and energy balance were verified for the analysis accuracy purposes. Once the
accuracy in the model was ensured and confidence was established the model developed
interface loads, belt loads and head path were verified and conveyed to the design team. Stresses
and plastic strains in the main structure were verified and critical areas were discussed with the
design team.
In the test setup the seat was bolted on the pitch and roll fixture which is mounted on the
sled. The seat cushions were installed on the seat bottom and seat back using Velcro. The ATD
was positioned in the normal condition and constraint with a 3 points restraint system. Still
photos from at least four positions around the seat were taken to document pre-test installation.
All the required data channels (as per the Table 7.1) and its corresponding filter channel class for
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the test conditions were verified.

Aircraft Forward

Accelerations in G’s

Figure 7.25. DFEA Setup – DFEA Case Study 2.

Figure 7.26 Comparison of Test and DFEA pulse– DFEA Case Study 2.
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7.3 2.1 FE output analysis and result validation
Figure 7.27 shows, energy balance in the entire seating system through out the pulse.
Initial velocity energy of the seating system is transferred into the internal energy, sliding energy

Energy in lb-in

and external work applied on the system.

Time, in Sec
Figure 7.27. Energy balance in the seating system– DFEA Case Study 2.

As shown in Figure 7.25, the test pulse was observed to be 16.2g and in the FE analysis
the acceleration pulse of 16.8g was applied. As a result of higher pulse in the FE analysis, most
of the restraint and interface or floor loads in the simulation were observed a bit higher side of
the test results.
Figures 7.28 and 7.29 show correlation between DFEA and test results of interface load
on the heavily loaded legs in tension and compression respectively. Peak magnitude and the
shape of the DFEA curve show close correlation with the test curve. The reason for the
difference in the earlier part of the curves is due to the difference in the methods of applying
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pitch & roll in the test and DFEA. As discussed earlier in the section dynamic simulation
methodology, in FE Analysis, pitch & roll deflection was achieved dynamically at the same time

Load, R, lbs

with actual pulse.

Time, in Sec

Load, R, lbs

Figure 7.28 Comparison of Test and DFEA Results Interface Load– DFEA Case Study 2.

Time, in Sec
Figure 7.29 Comparison of Test and DFEA Results Interface Load– DFEA Case Study 2.
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Figure 7.30 and 7.31 show correlation between DFEA and test results for lap and
shoulder belt forces. The magnitude and shape show close correlation between the two curves

Load, lbs

though DFEA results are in higher side.

Time, in Sec

Load, lbs

Figure 7.30 Comparison of Test and DFEA Lap Restraint Load – DFEA Case Study 2.

Time, in Sec

Figure 7.31 Comparison of Test and DFEA Shoulder Restraint Load – DFEA Case Study 2.
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Figure 7.32 shows the deformed and un-deformed seat structure at the end of the analysis.
In this case to acquire the effect of bounce back on the seat backrest the analysis was extended to
1000 ms. At the end forward permanent deformation on the top of the seat back was found
~1.166 inch. In the test the permanent deformation was measured at 1.32 inch.

Figure 7.32 Comparison of Test and DFEA Backrest Deformation – DFEA Case Study 2.

Figure 7.33 shows DFEA head path correlation with the test results and found that the DFEA
head path was 4 inch longer than the test results. It was also noted this difference could be due to
using hybrid III dummy model in the DFEA simulation whereas in the test hybrid II was utilized.
The main difference in hybrid III and II is modification in the lumbar which makes the occupant
lean on the forward side.
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Figure 7.33 Comparison of Test and DFEA Head Trajectory – DFEA Case Study 2.

All the results from the case studies were tabulated in Table 7.2. The percent magnitude
and percent shape comparison were made and added to the Table. The loads below 25% of the
peak loads were not considered for the validation. In case study 2, Interface loads and belt loads
were scaled down to 16.2g (from 16.8g) by using linear interpolation.
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Table 7.2. Result Validation.
Sr.
Nos

Items
Loads at peak
Magnitude and Time

Results
Units

FEA

Test

Comparison

Compliance
%
Limit
Magnitude

Remarks

%
Phase

Test Condition 1- Combined Vertical / Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition
1
2a
144

2b

3a
3b
4a
4b

Sled peak
deceleration
Floor reactions
Maximum tension
Time
Maximum
compression
Time
Belt loads
Shoulder
Time
Lap
Time
Lumbar load
Time
Lumbar moment
Time

g's

16.74

16.74

Lbs
Seconds

2301
0.078
996

2220
0.086
1280

Lbs

0.086

0.076

15
3.65
-9.30
-22.19
13.16

Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs
Seconds
Lbs-inch
Seconds

Maximum belt
load was 150 lbs
-1260
0.084
-880
0.096

-1116
0.077
-883
0.084

144

1750

1500

12.90
9.09
-0.38
14.29

Table 7.2. Result Validation (Continued).
Sr.
Nos

Items
Loads at peak
Magnitude and Time

Results
Units

FEA

Test

Comparison

Compliance
%
Limit
Magnitude

Remarks

%
Phase

Test Condition 2 - Longitudinal velocity change dynamic test condition

4

Sled peak
deceleration
Floor reactions
Maximum tension
Time
Maximum
compression
Time
Belt loads
Shoulder
Time
Lap
Time
Head Trajectory

inch

5

Head Acceleration

g's

1
2a
2b
145
3a
3b

6
7

Backrest
Deformations
Seat Pan Angle

g's

16.20

16.20

Lbs

5522.66
0.138

5191
0.145

6.39

-4611

-4595

0.36

0.114

0.130

Lbs

Lbs
Lbs

963
876
0.115
0.120
1514
1426
0.123
0.122
32.00
28.00
There was no
head strike

-4.83

-12.31
1750

9.97
-4.17
6.17
0.82
14.29
Only in case of
head striking

1000

inch

1.12

1.32

-15.45

degree

6.00

5.20

15.38
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Loads below
25% of the peak
are not
considered for
validation

7.4 Updated Certification Plan

Most of the DFEA magnitude results in Table 7.2 were within the limit of 10% of the test
results value. In the first case lumbar load was 1260 lbs, 12.9% higher than the test results value
but it is still below the occupant compliance limit of 1500 lbs.
In the second case study, head trajectory, backrest deformation and seat pan angle was
also more than 10 percent of the test results. Head trajectory is typically because of using hybrid
III dummy model than hybrid II to simulate ATD and as explain earlier hybrid II occupant is
lean forward because of the difference in the lumbar modeling. Final backrest deformation is
depends on the occupant bounce back and may take 2 to 3 seconds to release all energy from the
occupant.
Based on the magnitude and shape correlation shown in Table 7.2, the demonstrated
DFEA methodology for aircraft seats in this study proves good confidence. Hence at this stage
the certification plan in Table 4.1 was decided to modify using substantiation based on the
validated FE model using the DFEA methodology. Table 4.1 contains the complete test
certification test details for a case study of an eight passenger Business Jet including four
forward facing seats and four aft facing seats. A review of the Table shows that, considering
width of the seat, tracking length, swivel locations and foam variations, there are 18 different
critical configurations of single seats.
Using DFEA methodology and with the validated FEA Model, seven tests will be replaced
by DFEA. Three forward, three aft and one down test can be replaced by DFEA. The updated
certification plan is prepared (Table 7.3) and will be submitted to the FAA for approval.

7.4.1 Substantiation of the Seat options
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•

Range of Lateral tracking:

Test option 1 will be conducted on a wide single seat configuration. This seat is
configured with the largest lateral tracking and with swivel at spar center as shown in figure 4.6.
The longitudinal test setup is designed to serve two purposes; demonstration of structural
integrity and occupant protection. The test data such as interface loads, head path, torso belt and
lap belt loads, pre-test and post-test deformations will be collected and documented. The same
test set-up configurations as defined above will be modeled using DFEA methodology, and the
corresponding results will be compared to the test results. If the results obtained from the test do
not show good agreement with the results obtained from DFEA results, the FE model will be
modified and the analysis re-run. The FE model is validated once correlation between both the
test and analytical results are obtained.
This validated FEA model will then be modified to represent the change in the test option 6
and will be reanalyzed. Once again the results will be collected. Substantiation of the
configuration 6 will be accomplished by comparing results and showing that the configuration 6
is less critical than the configuration 1. Hence a seat with largest lateral tracking, test 1 will be
tested and the same seat with shortest lateral tracking test condition 6 will be substantiated by
DFEA. As a result, test 6 will be waived and validated by using DFEA results.
In another similar scenario, a seat with shortest lateral tracking test condition 7 swivel butt
line on the rail will be tested and the same seat with largest lateral tracking (test condition 8) will
be substantiated by DFEA. As a results test condition 8 can be waived and validated by using
DFEA results.
•

Range of Cushion:

In most of the business class seating, to provide flexibility for the upholstery the test plans
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include cushion range or testing the cushions at different densities and geometries. In case of
Test condition 1 also known as down test the most dense cushion (DAX 55), usually produces
the most critical lumbar load will be dynamically tested to validate the DFEA model. On other
end of the dynamically tested range, the thinnest cushion with the low density dense foam (DAX
26) will be substantiated by DFEA. The challenge in this case is to simulate cushion behavior in
the dynamic environment. Hence test condition 10 can be waived and validated by using DFEA
results.
•

Range of Taxi take off and landing (TTOL) Position:

Additional TTOL position (test configuration 4) will be analyzed using DFEA technique
and compared with the test option 2.
•

Range of Head path :

These seats will be yawed in the direction that tends to cause the occupant to come out of
the shoulder harness. The worst case seat would normally be yawed in the opposite direction,
but this test will be replaced by an analysis and substantiated by DFEA. In this case study head
path analysis was done in the 1D FE model.
Similar study was carried out for aft facing seat. Test option 16 can be waived showing
less critical than 11. Test option 14 can be waived showing less critical that test option 12 and
test option 16 and test option 18 can be waived showing less critical than 17.
In case of down test, test option 9, test option can be waved using DFEA and simulating
test method as explained in the chapter 6.

The substantiation for of these options will be accomplished as follows

•

Compliance parameters such as restraint loads or head accelerations, whose values are less
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critical than those of the baseline DFEA values, are considered as acceptable.
•

Compliance parameters such as restraint loads or head accelerations, whose values are
more critical than those of the baseline DFEA values will be compared to the compliance
approved values.

•

For the parameters such as maximum allowable strength that do not have allowable values,
will have to derived. In this case the following scenarios will be considered. In this case an
analyst should have very clear idea about seat component design which component or
subassembly to be designed in elastic limit or plastic limit. A margin of safety will be
decided based on the components in the primary load path and secondary load path.

o

For e.g. the joints are need to be designed in elastic limit and hence yield strength will be
the limit values.

o

The parts like tracking tubes, backrest beam, main seat frame beams or base beams can
be in the plastic range. In such case, the maximum allowable plastic strain in the
component will be considered at necking point of the stress-strain curve.

Seven out of eighteen test options were proposed to be substantiated using DFEA
methodology explained in the study. Hence 38.889 % reduction in the certification tests can be
achieved for this seat program.
Modified certification plan Table 7.2 with detailed report on DFEA validated model will
be submitted to the company Designated Engineering Representative (DER) and then FAA for
review.
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Table 7.3. UPDATED CERTIFICATION PLAN - FORWARD FACING SEAT
Critical Seat
Options

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Swivel Butt Line
Base Type

150
Headrest type
Belt Orientation
TTOL Position
Yaw
Highly loaded leg
Base Cushion
Method of
Certification

10

Test Condition 1 Downward Test

Test Condition 2 - Forward Facing Seat
Maximum Seat
Width
Backrest Height
Seat Track Spacing
Seat Tracking

9

30

22

22

22

22

30

22

30

22

22

41
12
(8 x 7)
Spar
Center

41
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

41
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

41
12
(8 x 7)
Spar
Center

41
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

41
12
(8 x 5)

41
12
(8 x 7)

On rail

On rail

41
18
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

38
18
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Fixed
Base

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

41
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center
Floor
tracking
base
Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
2
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Outboard
Outboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
1
Outboard
Outboard
DAX 26

Flex
wing
Outboard
to
Inboard
Standard
Inboard
Outboard
DAX 55

Outboard
to
Inboard
Standard
Inboard
Outboard
DAX 26

Test

Test

Test

DFEA

Test

DFEA

Test

DFEA

Test

DFEA
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Table 7.3. UPDATED CERTIFICATION PLAN - AFT FACING SEAT continued
Critical Seat Options

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

22
38
12
(8 x 5)

30
38
12
(8 x 7)

On rail

On rail

Test Condition 2 - Aft Facing Seat
Maximum Seat Width
Backrest Height
Seat Track Spacing
Seat Tracking

30
38
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

22
38
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

Fixed Base

Fixed Base

TTOL Position
Yaw
Highly loaded leg
Base Cushion

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Floor
tracking
base
Flex wing
Outboard to
Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Method of Certification

Test

Test

Test

Swivel Butt Line
Base Type
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Headrest type
Belt Orientation

22
38
12
(8 x 5)
Spar Center
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22
38
12
(8 x 5)
Spar
Center

22
38
12
(8 x 7)
Spar
Center

30
38
12
(8 x 7)
Spar
Center

Fixed Base

Fixed Base

Fixed Base

Fixed Base

Fixed Base

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
2
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
1
Inboard
Inboard
DAX 26

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
1
Outboard
Outboard
DAX 26

Flex wing
Outboard
to Inboard
1
Outboard
Outboard
DAX 26

DFEA

Test

DFEA

Test

DFEA

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Dynamic testing in support of seat certification is expensive and repeated testing due to
failure drastically increases the expense. Involvement of impact environment, flexibility in
interior configuration and complicated nature of seat engineering design makes this problem
quite complex, so that classical hand calculations are practically impossible. Efforts have been
made to improve the occupant safety and to reduce the testing costs through substantiation via
analytical methods such as finite element analysis.

8.1 Conclusions

Important conclusions made from this study are summarized below.
1. This study identifies aircraft seat design requirements from different point of views such as
comfort, crashworthiness and manufacturing and demonstrates the current seat certification
procedure for business jet aircraft.
2. This Study identifies practical challenges in aircraft seat DFEA simulation in different areas
such as modeling techniques, material properties, manufacturing limitation etc.
3. This study briefly explains most commonly used finite element explicit integration code for
impact applications and also discuss recent available explicit codes in the market.
4. The aircraft seat certification process for business jet aircraft is defined in 3 stages:

•

Evaluation of seat critical options by using FE - 1D seat model.

•

Non linear FE analysis of seat worst loading condition and validation with the test results

•

Substantiation of certification test or tests by using validated FE model and updation of the
certification plan.
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5. Finite Element modeling strategies for aircraft seat modeling is discussed in three stages; FE
modeling of a seating system, material testing, boundary conditions, and output discussion.
Element quality criteria, global parameters, output control parameters are described.
6. This study elaborates material testing procedures for metallic and non-metallic materials and
also identifies requirement of true stress-strain curve as a material input for structural
components and high speed test for rate sensitive material like foam. Material model evaluation
helps fine tuning the FE model by analyzing effect of variables involved in the analysis.
7. This study also provides most commonly used units, element types, material models, element
formulations, sectional properties in the explicit code LS-DYNA.
8. Two case studies are demonstrated at the end simulating of this study, Test condition – 1 and
Test condition – 2, in accordance with AC 20-146. The nonlinear finite element model was
composed of seat structure, cushion, restraint system and a FE 50th percentile hybrid dummy
model.
9. Comparison of FEA results and test results indicate a reasonable correlation, establishing
confidence in the FE Methodology.
10. Reference to the Table 7.2, using the validated FE model based on the methodology explain
in this study, for a given case study, 66 seat configurations were screened down to 18
certification tests (~ 73% reduction) using 1D FE model and then reduced to 11 certification tests
(~ 83% reduction) using validated DFEA model.

Following recommendations were proposed to the SAE seat committee
1. Compliance values such as head accelerations, seat pan angle, etc below 30 % of the limit
values should not be validated.
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2. Floor reactions, restraint loads below 30 % of the tension peak load values should not
necessarily be validated.
3. For Metallic material such as Aluminum true stress-strain curves show good correlation.
4. For DAX foam, high speed tests such as 30 in/sec is recommended to extract the nominal
stress-strain curves for part 23 and 25 passenger seat certification.

8.2 Recommendations for future research

The detailed DFEA simulation study exposes new challenges such as
1.

To generate database, more number of tests can be validated using DFEA methodology.
Side facing seat, aft facing seat tests can be validated and added to the database.

2.

Time and cost analysis can be done for physical test and simulation to determine saving
using DFEA methodology.

3.

Using the same methodology, seating system can be evaluated for range of occupant sizes
such as 95th percentile, 50th percentile, etc.

4.

Aircraft hard landing, soft landing or water landing can be simulated and the seat and
occupant response can be compared.

5.

Material properties of Al 2024, Al 7075 and commonly used steel at higher loading speeds
needs to be tested and reviewed.

6.

It may be beneficial to test the foam at different speed such as 40 in/sec, 50 in/sec and 60
in/sec and compare the nominal stress-strain curves.

7.

Simulations of pretension for various sizes of the bolting joints need to be evaluated.
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Units
Units

1

2

3

Inch

Millimeter

Meter

Mass

lb-sec**2/in

Tonne

Kilogram

Time

Second

Second

Second

Force

Pound (lb)

Newton

Newton

386.4

9810

9.81

Length

Gravity Acceleration
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Most commonly used Type of Elements in LS-DYNA
No

Element

Purpose

Define 2 node elements including 3D beams, trusses, 2D
axisymmetric shell and 2D plane strain beam elements
Define a discrete spring or damper element between 2
nodes or a node and ground.

1

*ELEMENT_BEAM

2

*ELEMENT_DESCRETE

3

*ELEMENT_INERTIA

Define a lumped inertia element assigned to a node.

4

*ELEMENT_MASS

Define a lumped mass element assigned to a node or
equally distributed to the nodes of a node set.

5

*ELEMENT_SEATBELT

Define a seat belt element

6

*ELEMENT_SHELL

7

*ELEMENT_SOLID

8

*ELEMENT_TSHELL

Define 3, 4, 6, 8 node elements including 3D shell,
membranes, 2D plane stress, plane strain, and a
Define 3 dimensional solid elements including 4 noded
tetrahedrons and 8 noded hexahedrons
Define 8 node thick shell element which is either fully
reduced or selectively reduced integration rules
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Most commonly used Element Formulations in LS-DYNA
No

SECTION

Most common used element formulation
Hughes_Liu beam / Belytschko-Tsay beam – for bolts (no
torsion)
Translational and Rotational

1

SECTION_BEAM

2

SECTION_DISCRETE

3

SECTION_SHELL

4

SECTION_SOLID

Belytschko-Tsay / Belytschko-Wong-Chiang / Fully
integrated
Constant stress / Fully integrated S/R

5

SECTION_SEATBELT

1 and 2 dimensional

6

SECTION_TSHELL

One point reduced integration
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Most commonly used Material Models in LS-DYNA
LS-DYNA Material Model

MAT 1
MAT 2
MAT 3
MAT 9
MAT 18
MAT 20
MAT 22
MAT 24
MAT 26

Applications

MAT_ELASTIC
MAT_OPTIONTROPIC_ELASTI
C
MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC
MAT_NULL
MAT_POWER_LOW_PLASTICI
TY
MAT_RIGID
MAT_COMPOSITE_DAMAGE
MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PL
ASTICITY

Material Elasticity modeling
Option tropic /Composites
Plastic – kinematic rule

Power low plasticity
Rigid body parts
Composites
Material Elasticity and Plasticity modeling
Composite and Honeycomb with anisotropic
behavior material
Airbag modeling

MAT_HONEYCOMB

MAT 34

MAT_FABRIC
MAT_ENHANCED_COMPOSIT
MAT 54
Composite Modeling
E_DAMAGE
MAT 57
MAT_LOW_DENSITY_FOAM
Seat Cushion modeling
MAT_LAMINATED_COMPOSIT
MAT 58
Laminated composites
E_FABIC
Seat Cushion modeling (low /medium)
MAT 83
MAT_FU_CHANG_FOAM
density foam
MAT_MODIFIED_PIECEWISE_ Shell Element strain rate dependent material
MAT 123
LINEAR_PLASTICITY
modeling
MAT_PLASTICITY_COMPRESS Plasticity in tension and compression
MAT 124
ION_TENSION
modeling
MAT_MODIFIED_HONEYCOM
MAT 126
Foam
B
MAT B01 MAT_SEATBELT
Seat Belt material
MAT S01

MAT_SPRING_ELASITC

Discrete springs or dampers

MAT S02

MAT_DAMPER_VISCOUS

Discrete springs or dampers
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